Preface
Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry appointed in December 2005 the Planning
Group with mandate to compose a proposal for the continuation of national nuclear
safety research after the current SAFIR programme (2003-2006). According to its
mandate, the Planning Group complemented itself with experts.
SAFIR2010 planning group was formed by Deputy Director Marja-Leena Järvinen
(Finnish Nuclear Safety Authority, STUK) who acted as a chairperson, and members
Senior Research Scientist Pertti Aaltonen (Technical Research Centre in Finland,
VTT), Chief Engineer Jorma Aurela (Ministry of Trade and Industry), Senior
Research Scientist Iiro Auterinen (VTT), Senior Adviser Juho Hakala (Teollisuuden
Voima Oy, TVO), Technology Manager Liisa Heikinheimo (VTT), Manager Risto
Himanen (TVO), Section Head Juhani Hyvärinen (STUK), Technology Manager Jari
Hämäläinen (VTT), Manager Harriet Kallio (Fortum Power and Heat Oy), Vice
President Jyrki Kohopää (Fortum Nuclear Services Oy), Inspector Nina Koivula
(STUK), Professor Riitta Kyrki-Rajamäki (Lappeenranta University of Technology,
LUT), Senior Researcher Anneli Leppänen (Finnish Institute of Occupational Health),
Research Scientist Jan-Erik Lindbäck (Statens Kärnkraftsinspektion), Technology
Manager Reijo Munther (Tekes), Section Head Marjo Mustonen (TVO), Senior
Researcher Heikki Purhonen (LUT), Expert Esko Rinttilä (Fortum), Senior Research
Scientist Hanna Räty (VTT), Senior Inspector Risto Sairanen (STUK), Senior
Research Scientist Arja Saarenheimo (VTT), Manager Mikael Solala (TVO), Manager
Jari Tuunanen (TVO), Section Head Keijo Valtonen (STUK), Technology Manager
Timo Vanttola (VTT), Senior Inspector Martti Vilpas (STUK), Section Head Reino
Virolainen (STUK) and SAFIR Programme Director Eija Karita Puska (VTT). The
last-mentioned acted as secretary of the group.
The objective of the task group was to compose a proposal for the framework plan of
the forthcoming national nuclear power plant safety research programme and a proposal for the organisation of the programme. The task group heard, according to its
mandate, also other experts of this area by an inquiry directed to the key groups of the
current research programme and by organising a strategy seminar.

The proposal of the task group was accepted in a meeting of Advisory Committee on
Nuclear Energy the 5th of June 2006.
The task group is grateful especially to the experts of the strategy seminar organised in
April 2006, and the Reference Groups of SAFIR programme projects, and researchers,
who gave their valuable contribution to the planning of the new programme.
September 2006, Helsinki
Ministry of Trade and Industry
Energy Department
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1

Introduction

The Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) is launching a new national fouryear research programme on nuclear power plant safety from 2007 to 2010 [1]. The
research programme is strongly based on the chapter 7a, “Ensuring expertise”, of
the Finnish Nuclear Energy Act. The programme is the newest link in chain of public research programmes on nuclear safety that have proved to excel in order to maintain and develop know-how. The programme covers essentially the themes of the
SAFIR-programme that will end in 2006 [2,3]. In addition to the State Nuclear Waste
Management Fund, also other key organisations operating in the area of nuclear safety are funding the programme. The annual funding of the SAFIR-programme has
been approximately 5 million euros, and the target for the new programme is similar or somewhat higher. Abbreviation ”SAFIR2010” is used for the programme.
The planning period for the national research on nuclear power plant safety up to 2010
contains granting licences for the power plants in use and that under construction or the
overall evaluation related to licence conditions: The operating licence of plant units
Loviisa 1 and 2 will be renewed and the periodic safety review included in the operating licence conditions of the plant units Olkiluoto 1 and 2 will be implemented. Operating licence will be applied for the plant unit Olkiluoto 3 that is under construction.
These processes are reflected in many ways in the national safety research.
Know-how developed in publicly funded research programmes can be applied in
licensing processes. Simultaneously, challenges in the sufficiency of expert resources
for different kinds of tasks are to be met. The construction of the new plant unit has
increased international interest in nuclear safety work and research done in this area
in Finland. The construction of the new unit has also increased the attractiveness of
the field as an employer, which is visible as well in the growing number of students
in the field as in the number of applicants in recruiting.
Research on nuclear safety requires profound training and commitment. The research
programme serves as an important environment providing long-term activity that is
especially important now, when also the research community is facing a change of
generation: A new generation of researchers has to be recruited and engaged. The international evaluation of the current research programme stated that the high quality of
results is partly due to long-term commitment in research by Technical Research Centre in Finland (VTT) and Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT). Maintaining
this kind of activity in different organisations in the hectic, modern world is a demanding challenge. For example, the post-graduate education related through-passage of
personnel quintessential to universities is contradictory to developing a standing
expertise potential.
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During the planning period and the following years the experts who have taken part in
construction and use of the operating plants are retiring. The licensing processes and
the possibility to recruit new persons in research projects on safety give an opportunity to experts from different generations to work together and thus transfer the knowledge to the younger generation. This ensures also that operating experience of nuclear
power plants is exploited in the best possible manner. The international analysing of
operating experience from nuclear power plants by IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) and OECD/NEA (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development/ Nuclear Energy Agency) has indicated that there are recurring events and that
the efficiency of the feedback of operating experience should be improved.
Globalisation and networking highlight the importance of national safety research.
This also creates pressure to unify nuclear safety requirements and oversight procedures. Currently there are many projects related to national rules and international
safety requirements and safety guides. In Finland Government Decisions are updated and new decrees are supposed to be in order by the end of the year 2007. Afterwards, the structural reform of YVL guides will be realised. The thorough renovation
of IAEA safety standards, launched at 1996, takes aim at developing nuclear safety
in the member countries by means of these safety standards instead of retaining the
minimum level.
Preparative work is made by Joint Working Party on Research and Atomic Questions
of the Council of European Union on the need and possible structure of a common
institution. In 1998, the leaders of nuclear safety authorities within the member countries using nuclear power established a cooperation forum named WENRA (Western
European Nuclear Regulators’ Association). Its mission is to come up to the expectations concerning nuclear safety from the public and secure an equal environment
for the use of nuclear power in the European countries.
Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry chose the administrative organisation and the
director of the new research programme on the basis of public competition in December 2005 and appointed the members of the planning group from representatives of
central organisations taking part in nuclear safety work [1]. The objective of the planning group was to produce the framework plan for the research programme as well
as a proposal of its organisation.
The planning group initiated its active work in January 2006. The planning group has
complemented itself with experts and approximately 30 persons from different organisations have taken part in the planning. As a part of the planning process, a strategy
seminar, SAFIR2010, was organised in April 2006 in Innopoli 2. Approximately 90
persons took part in the seminar [4]. The group works of the seminar that the task
groups developed further after the seminar, have provided a great contribution in creating the framework plan.
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The planning group has used in its work the results from an inquiry in February 2006,
directed to the steering and reference groups and project managers of the current
SAFIR-programme [5]. The planning group has also had in its use the background
material from the update of the work of know-how task group [6]. The independent
international evaluation of the current SAFIR-programme ordered by MTI and performed in March 2006 with final report in April 2006 [7] has been a valuable input
for the planning process.
The Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry will launch a public call for research proposals in September 2006. The Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry will appoint
the Steering Group of the new research programme in autumn 2006. The programme
will start in the beginning of the year 2007.
The operations model of the programme has three levels of which the highest, the
steering and planning level, is formed by the Steering Group. The second level is
formed of the Reference Groups and Ad Hoc -groups that take care of actual guidance of the research areas and research projects in those areas. The third level is
formed by the research projects, through which the objectives of the programme will
be realised. On this level, the projects are conducted along the management system
of the research organisation in question. Administration of the programme is taken
care by administrative organisation and the director of the programme.
SAFIR2010 research programme is divided in eight research areas, which are:
1. Organisation and human factors
2. Automation and control room
3. Fuel and reactor physics
4. Thermal hydraulics
5. Severe accidents
6. Structural safety of reactor circuit
7. Construction safety
8. Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA)
These research areas include both research projects of the named topic and interdisciplinary co-operation projects.
In the following, a proposal of the organisation of the programme is presented, operational environment is described, research areas are presented and the needs for
research are elaborated. The research areas and needs for research are based on the
knowledge at the time of making the framework plan. The research programme takes
into account the possible changes in the operational environment and if new challenges manifest themselves, new research projects supporting the objectives of the
programme can be included.
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2
Organisation of the research
programme
2.1

Objective of the programme

The objective of the programme is, in accordance with the chapter 7a of the Finnish
Nuclear Energy Act coming into force in 2004, to secure that new matters related
to safe use of nuclear power plants appearing, the authority has sufficiently such
technical and other faculties that the importance of these matters can be determined
without delay. High scientific quality is required of the research projects in the
programme and their results have to be published. The usability of the results must
not be restricted to power plants of only one licence holder.
The programme covers essentially the research areas of the SAFIR-programme that
will end in 2006. In addition to the State Nuclear Waste Management Fund, also
other key organisations operating in the area of nuclear safety are funding the programme. The annual funding of the SAFIR-programme has been approximately 5
million euros, and the target for the new programme is similar or somewhat higher. The abbreviation ”SAFIR2010” is used for the programme.
The objective of the research programme derived from the Finnish Nuclear Energy Act is:
The objective of the SAFIR2010 research programme is to develop and
maintain the nuclear safety expertise and deterministic and probabilistic methods to assess safety so that new matters related to nuclear
safety appearing their significance can be assessed without delay.

Co-operation and networking are established in order for the Finnish research on
nuclear safety to reach the following standard:
SAFIR2010 research community is internationally respected and strongly networked. It has extensive expertise as well as methods and experimental facilities to conduct internationally high quality research on
safety issues important to Finnish nuclear power plants.
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2.2

Launching of the programme

Ministry of Trade and Industry started the preparation of the new research programme with a call for a competition for an administrative project and the director
of the programme. MTI chose the administrative organisation and the director in
December 2005. (The decision of MTI 1/811/2005).
With its decision 6/811/2005 Ministry of Trade and Industry appointed the members
of the planning group from representatives of central organisations taking part in
nuclear safety activity. The objective of the planning group was to produce the
framework plan for research as well as a proposal for the organisation of the programme. The planning group had a permission, when necessary, to complement
itself with either standing or temporary experts.
The new research programme covers a four-year period and it will be launched in
the beginning of the year 2007. MTI will appoint the Steering Group of the new
research programme in autumn 2006 and will publish the call for proposals for
research projects for the year 2007.

2.3

Administration of the programme

The operations model of the programme has three levels of which the highest, the
steering and planning level, is formed by the Steering Group. The second level is
formed by the Reference Groups and Ad Hoc -groups that take care of actual guidance of the research areas and research projects in those areas. The third level is
formed by the research projects, through which the objectives of the programme
will be realised. On this level, the projects are conducted along the management
system of the research organisation in question. Administration of the programme
is taken care by the administrative organisation and the director of the programme.
Ministry of Trade and Industry will appoint the Steering Group that consists of representatives of central nuclear safety organisations. The Steering Group will nominate the Reference and Ad Hoc -groups, their chairpersons, and members.
The research programme will be divided in eight research areas that are
Organisation and human factors, Automation and control room, Fuel and reactor
physics, Thermal hydraulics, Severe accidents, Structural safety of reactor circuit,
Construction safety and Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA). The Reference
Groups steer the research in their respective areas.
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Research will be conducted in projects that are lead by a project manager. The
contents of a research project can be related to one or several research areas.
Interdisciplinary projects will be administratively placed in one of the research
areas. Ad hoc -groups with expertise from different fields will be established for
these research projects for scientific guidance. Ad hoc -groups giving scientific
guidance to the project manager in other projects in the research areas can be
established when necessary.
The administrative practises of the research programme are described in detail in
the management manual. [8].

Programme direction and planning
Steering
Group

Strategic planning
and scientific direction
of research

SAFIR2010
management
system manual

Reference Groups
Ad hoc Groups

Projects

Project execution

According to
the management
system of research
organisation

Figure 2.1 Organisation and quality management of the research programme.

2.3.1

Steering Group

The chairperson of the Steering Group is from the Radiation and Nuclear Safety
Authority and the director of the programme acts as secretary. The organisations
represented are the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority, Finnish power companies working in this field, research institutions and universities, MTI, and
Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovations (Tekes). The representative of MTI acts also as the contact person of VYR. The Steering Group can complete itself either permanently or temporarily with experts. The mandate of
Steering Group will end 31th March 2011. The organisations taking part in
Steering Group will defray the costs of their representatives.
Steering Group is responsible for the strategic linings of the programme and makes
decisions on the changes when necessary. Steering Group supervises the planning
of the programme and the quality of results and makes formal decisions on practi-
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cal execution of the programme. Steering Group prepares a proposal of the entity of
projects to be funded by VYR till the deadline stated in the annual call for proposals. Steering Group accepts the annual plan and the annual report.
The decisions of the Steering Group will be recorded in the minutes of the meetings that will be distributed to organisations taking part in SAFIR2010 programme and with a separate distribution, to other stakeholders.
Steering Group will present possible recommendations to MTI regarding the emphasis of the various research areas in connection of the annual calls for proposals.

2.3.2

Reference Groups

Reference groups are responsible of the strategic planning of the national nuclear
reactor safety research in their respective fields, evaluation of project proposals
and they indicate to the Steering Group the possible needs for change during the
programme. They account for scientific guidance and supervising of the research
projects of their research areas and act as steering groups of the projects in their
respective area.
The central topics of the meetings of the reference groups are contentual progress
of research, the follow-up of costs, management of possible anomalies and the
contentual redirection of research when necessary as well as changes in emphasis
within the research projects and related changes in funding. Reference groups discuss the contacts of the research projects with the national and international
research in the area. Reference groups take the initiative and make proposals to
the Steering Group when necessary.
The decisions of the reference groups will be documented in the minutes of the
meetings that will be distributed to reference and ad hoc -groups, project managers concerned and for information to Steering Group and when necessary, to
other parties.

2.3.3

Ad hoc -groups

To an interdisciplinary project, an ad hoc –group will be established, the chairperson of which will be from the reference group of its research area. Experts
from all the fields related to the research project will be appointed to the ad hoc group and the group will support the scientific guidance of the project.
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A project manager can be assisted by an ad hoc -group mustered by the project
manager or the reference group. The ad hoc -groups will assist project manager in
technical questions such as the arrangements for experiments.
The informal memos from ad hoc-groups will be distributed for information to the
reference groups concerned.

2.3.4
Director of the programme and
administrative organisation
The director of the programme and the administrative organisation, the objective
of which is to account for administration of the programme, is chosen on basis of
competitive bidding. The assignments of the director of the programme and those
of the administrative organisation will be specified in a separate annual order with
the offer to VYR/MTI as an appendix.
The director of the programme and the administrative organisation prepare the
meetings of the Steering Group and conduct its decisions, maintain the brochures
and the website of the programme and take care of international co-operation at
programme level. The director, the administrative organisation, and project managers prepare topics to be discussed in the meetings of the reference groups and
see to coordination between projects.
The director of the programme and the administrative organisation prepare the
annual plan of the programme and the annual report, progress reports and other
reports required and the follow-up of costs and volumes that serves as a base of
invoicing VYR. The administrative organisation will organise the annual call for
proposals of VYR-funded projects along the guidelines given by the Ministry and
Steering Group.
The administration of the programme will organise the interim and final seminars
along the decisions of the Steering Group and the other possible common functions of the programme.
The director of the programme and the administrative organisation will assist the
Ministry with other tasks related to the programme.
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2.3.5
Project manager, research group and
research organisation
Research will be carried out in projects led by project manager and ran by the
research personnel required.
Project manager and research organisation are responsible of executing the project
according to project plan, financing budget and possible decisions of the reference
group related to the previous. Project manager will see to the contents (substance)
of a project, carries out research in one or more sectors of the project and takes care
of communication with the research group, reference group, other projects related
and the management of the programme as well as the reporting obligations.

2.4
Project types and
project application procedure
Research projects applying for the programme can last one or several years.
Projects can be divided in applied research, and research maintaining and developing basic know-how. Regardless of the type or the duration of a project, explicit aims and objective shall be given to a project. The projects have to be challenging and of high international quality. The novelty value of a project has to be evident in the project plan. The projects have to reinforce Finnish know-how and contribute to national and international networking and co-operation on this field.
Benchmarking within research on nuclear safety is pursued, but also within other
industrial fields when applicable.
An annual call for proposals will be published for the VYR-funded projects. Project
application can be made for one or several years depending on the nature of the
project. According to the annual call for proposals, an updated project plan will have
to be presented, after the first year, for the projects with duration of several years.
The selection criteria for project applications are the capacity of a project to
develop expertise, methodology, experimental methods and networking of the
field. Special attention is paid to implementation of the requirement of the chapter 7a of the Finnish Nuclear Energy Act: to ensure that authorities have sufficiently expertise and methods available without delay to determine the importance
of new safety-related matters should they occur.
Reference groups will evaluate the project applications according to previously
mentioned criteria.
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The Steering Group will present an annual proposal to MTI of VYR-financed
entirety of research projects. The financing of projects with a duration of several
years can differ from the originally presented plan. Reasons for a change can be
possible changes in emphasis within the research programme, new research projects in various subject fields esteemed important by the Steering Group, the project results obtained in previous years and the success of the project in annual evaluation. The Steering Group can also present cancelling the financing of a project
with duration of several years for a justified reason.
The selection procedure of research projects is described more in detail in the
management manual of the research programme. [8].
During the preparation of the proposal of the Steering Group to MTI the financiers can agree with one another and when necessary, with the authors of project
applications about changing, for example, financing or extent of a project from
that in the original application. Also projects with no VYR-funding applied can be
included in the research programme. Steering Group will decide of the enclosure
of such projects. A common criterion to all research projects within the programme is their compliance with the framework plan.
Regarding the projects that VYR-funds are applied for, MTI will present to VYR
an entirety of projects meeting the requirements of the Nuclear Energy Act.
When planning the projects and defining the portion to be financed by VYR, the
nature of a research project has to be taken into account as well as that more than
one research projects are meant to be commissioned for each of the research areas.
The funding of the project from other sources in addition to VYR will have an
important effect on the size of the project.
Research institutions and organisations conducting technological research can get
a maximum of 60 % of VYR-funding of the total cost of a project and universities can get a maximum of 100 % of the marginal cost of a project.

2.5
The effectiveness and indicators of
the research programme
The impact and execution of a research programme can be evaluated from four
points of view: effectiveness, resources and renovation, processes, and structures and
economy.
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The impact of the research programme is principally measured by how well the
programme has succeeded in achieving its objective. In other words, how well the
safety evaluation methods and expertise for nuclear power plants currently in use
and under construction in Finland have been developed and maintained in order to
provide sufficient capacity for authorities to react without delay to new matters
emerging.
The principal indicator when evaluating the success of a research project is documented feedback from the users of the research results (evaluation of research
reports, separate inquiries). Independent national and international evaluations
measure the research programme and its research areas in the international field.
The quantity and quality of publications generated in research projects can be used
when measuring the scientific quality of projects.
From the viewpoint of resources and renovation, the direct indicator of the educative impact of a project is the number of academic first and advanced degrees
awarded. The participation of young researchers in the execution of a project can be
followed by monitoring the quantity of person months in different age groups, as
well as that of senior experts.
In respect of processes and structures, the programme is evaluated on the basis of
internal audits and inquiries.
In respect of finance, the volume and person years within the programme speak of
the impact of the programme. International co-operation indicate the international
impact of the programme. Good indicators for the international impact of the programme are the proportion of international funding, research done in international
projects and research project forming a part of a more extensive international
research programme.
The research programme includes, due to its basic objective, different types of projects, which has to be taken into account when evaluating the programme.

2.6
Publicity principles, rights and responsibilities
of different parties, and archiving research results
The instruments, machines, software, and results obtained or developed in connection with research, are propriety of the performing party, unless otherwise is
agreed.
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Publication of research results shall be decided between the contact person named
in funding agreement, and performing party. As a general rule, research results
have to be publishable (Nuclear Energy Act 53d§). Publications from the research
programme will be collected annually to be delivered for internal use of organisations represented in Steering Group.
If the express aim of a project is to develop new software either entirely or mostly on VYR funds, authorities and other organisations taking part in the research
programme have the right to use the named software on specified terms.
The performing party (The responsible organisation named in the project application) is responsible of performing and reporting, according to an agreement
between performing party and orderer (VYR or other organisation). Person in
charge on the side of the performing party is the project manager of the research
project. The performing organisation is responsible of the appropriate archiving of
research results according to the management manual. Financing rules attached to
orders define the invoicing schedule and conditions.
The organisation chosen in basis of competitive bidding and the director of the
programme will be responsible of the administrative project. The responsibilities
of administrative organisation are defined in the order and financing rules for the
administrative project.

2.7

Education and the exchange of information

The research programme plays a significant role in educating a new generation of
experts and in exchanging information. For example, conducting research under
guidance of senior researchers has an educational aspect. In this respect the results
will be reported to universities as theses.
High quality research, close international co-operation and contacts between different scientific fields created in research projects contribute to deepening and
expansion of know-how among senior researchers.
The Steering Group and reference groups have, in addition to administrative obligations, an important role in forwarding the research results to the end user organisations and informing the research organisations on the research needs recognised by the end users.
Safety research funded by VYR is explicitly defined in the Nuclear Energy Act to
apply to power plants in use or under construction. In the research programme,
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however, exchange of know-how tied to developing new generation of power
plants and other related research such as KYT2010 research programme, is
encouraged.

2.8

International co-operation

International co-operation is an essential and indispensable part of nuclear safety
research. A considerable part of research in this area is international research done
principally within OECD/NEA and funded by several participating countries.
Projects are extensive in terms of funds and time and can require tens of millions
euros. Finland is currently participating in 17 OECD/NEA experimental programmes with typical annual participation fees of 10 000 to 30 000 $.
Participation fees are paid either by MTI, via VYR-funding of a research project
or by a consortium formed by Finnish power companies and Tekes.
The research programme is an important channel for passing the results from
international projects to Finnish parties. The benefit of international experimental
programmes will multiply, if in addition to mere follow-up, experiments can be
done in Finland, planning and interpretation of the experiments done elsewhere
can be participated with pre- or post test analysis, and computer models developed
can be improved by using data from the experimental programmes.
Because of the abundance of international projects the research programme plays
an important role when deciding which projects can be participated in order to
benefit national research on nuclear safety as much as possible.
Other traditional international contacts have been, among others, the experimental programmes of US NRC (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission) and working
in IAEA teams as well as Nordic co-operation within NKS (Nordisk
Kärnsäkerhetsforskning) and Northnet network (Nordic Thermal-Hydraulic
Network).
The research programme encourages participation to projects that contribute
especially to international co-operation with nuclear safety authorities. In this
respect, international co-operation is not only funding a certain project and participation in its steering groups, but also better and better mutual exchange of
know-how. Figure 2.2 shows the national and international functional networks
of the present SAFIR programme. The participation of research organisations taking place outside the SAFIR programme is presented with dash lines.
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Figure 2.2 National and international networking in the SAFIR programme.
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3

Research

3.1
SAFIR2010 operating environment,
challenges and research needs
The design period for the national research on nuclear power plant safety to 2010
contains licensing processes for the power plants in use and that under construction
or the overall evaluation of safety related to licence conditions: The operating licence
of plant units Loviisa 1 and 2 will be renewed and the periodic safety review included in the operating licence conditions of the plant units Olkiluoto 1 and 2 will be
implemented. Operating licence will be applied for the plant unit Olkiluoto 3 that
is under construction. These processes are reflected in many ways in the national
safety research.
Nuclear power plant licences
Loviisa 1 and 2 operating license
Olkiluoto 1 and 2
- periodic safety
review
- operating license

RPV LO2

RPV LO1

automation renewal

2018

automation renewal

Olkiluoto 3 operating license
Loviisa LILW repository
periodic safety review

2013

Olkiluoto LILW repository
periodic safety review
Spent Fuel final disposal
- construction license
- operating license
VTT research reactor
FiR operating license

2020

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Figure 3.1 Nuclear power plant licensing procedures from 2006 to 2020.

Know-how developed in publicly funded research programmes can be applied in
licensing processes. Simultaneously, challenges in the sufficiency of expert
resources for different kinds of tasks are to be met. The construction of the new
plant unit has increased international interest in nuclear safety work and research
done in this area in Finland. The construction has also increased the attractiveness
of the field as an employer, which is visible as well in the growing number of students of the field as in the number of applicants in recruiting.
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During the planning period and the following years the experts who have taken
part in construction and use of the operating plants are retiring. The licensing
processes and the possibility to recruit new persons in research projects on safety
give an opportunity to experts from different generations to work together and
thus transfer the knowledge to the younger generation. This ensures also that operating experience of nuclear power plants is exploited in best possible manner. The
international analysing of operating experience from nuclear power plants by
IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) and OECD/NEA (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development/ Nuclear Energy Agency) has indicated that there are recurring events and that the efficiency of the feedback of operating experience should be improved.
Globalisation and networking highlight the importance of national safety
research. This also creates pressure to unify nuclear safety requirements and oversight procedures. Currently there are many projects related to national rules and
international safety requirements and safety guides. In Finland Government
Decisions are updated and new decrees are supposed to be in order by the end of
the year 2007. Afterwards, the structural reform of YVL guides will be realised.
The thorough renovation of IAEA safety standards, launched at 1996, takes aim
at developing nuclear safety in the member countries by means of these safety
standards instead of retaining the minimum level.
Preparative work is made within the Council of European Union. The work will
continue to the end of the year 2006. In 1998, the leaders of nuclear safety authorities within the member countries using nuclear power established a cooperation
forum named WENRA (Western European Nuclear Regulators’ Association). Its
mission is to respond to the expectations concerning nuclear safety by the public
and secure an equal environment for the use of nuclear power in the European
countries. In the beginning of 2006, WENRA completed the so-called European
reference requirements that will be implemented to the national requirements and
practise by the end of 2010.
Ensuring nuclear safety can be generally presented in tasks grouped as in the figure 3.2. Safety is secured only if interaction between different sectors works in
such a manner that defence in depth principle is held in both technical design and
functioning of people and organisations: the preventive level, the protective level
and the mitigation level. In the figure 3.3 the essential research challenges in
designing the plant units, ensuring operability, safety analysis and functioning of
organisations are presented.
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Ensuring nuclear power plant safety
Preventive level

Protective level

Nuclear power plant,
its planning, construction,
and change management
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power plant and
its supplier organisations
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Initiating events

Mitigating level

Plant functions

Barriers

Figure 3.2 Ensuring nuclear safety and the related tasks.

Safety challenges
Plant design, construction and change
management
- taking science and technology development
into account
- severe accidents
Safety assessment
- Deterministic analysis and experiments
(high fuel burn-up, models)
- Risk-informed safety management
(living PSA applications, internal and external
threats, automation and human factors)
- Plant life cycle and comprehensive
safety assessment

Ageing management
- Loviisa 1 and 2 plant units operation license
application, 50 years operation lifetime
- Olkiluoto 1 and 2 plant units operation license
application, 40 years operation lifetime 2018,
periodic safety review 2008
- Olkiluoto 3 design basis 60 years
operation lifetime
Safety culture, organisation and human factors
- assessment method improvement
- safety management and change management
- networking operational environment
- generation change
- new technologies

Figure 3.3 Challenges for the nuclear safety research.

In Finland, a principle held from the 1970s is that continuous improvement of
safety should be aimed at. This requirement implies not only to the design and
operation of a plant unit but also the regulation of safety. Measures, which can be
justified considering operational experience, safety research and scientific and
technological development, should be taken to improve safety. For example, management of severe accidents deserve attention. Preparing to a passenger plane
crash or illicit attempts to affect the operation or safety of a nuclear power plant
has brought new kinds of challenges for researchers.
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Both deterministic and probabilistic approaches are needed to evaluate the balance of nuclear power plant design. The safety analysis models shall form an
entirety, with which the presentations of the licence holder and plant supplier can
be evaluated independently. The functionality of the models shall be validated
with experiments, which calls for participation in international projects and securing possibilities of own experimental facilities. High fuel burn-up issue can be
expected to come up during the forthcoming planning period. Safety analysis over
the life cycle of fuel is a viewpoint that remains largely untouched.
Risk-informed safety management is required in both evaluation of plant design
and their modifications and developing operational aspects. For the present, no
internationally and generally applied way of modelling digital technology and
human and organisational factors in probabilistic safety assessment models exists.
Of the internal hazards, fires are still important initiating events. Methods used for
evaluation of external hazards, such as oil drift, remain un-established and development work is needed.
The ageing management will be one of the most essential questions of the forthcoming design period. An operational life of 50 years is planned for Loviisa 1 and
2 plant units and the operating license of Olkiluoto 1 and 2 is granted till the year
2018, when the plant units reach an operational age of approximately 40 years.
For the Olkiluoto 3 plant unit, which is currently under construction, an operational life of 60 years has been presented in the design basis. Research on ageing
management is significant considering both power plants in use and that under
construction.
The use of power plants along the lines of the design basis serves as a base for
their safe use and operability. A significant part of safety research is related to the
management of initiatory events that could lead to a series of accidents. Securing
the operability of safety systems is important in order to prepare for initiatory
events that cannot be prevented. Safety systems, the design principles of which are
derived from safety analyses, together with barriers, are the means to prevent initiating events growing into accidents, thus maintaining important safety functions
such as reactivity control, decay heat removal and radioactivity control.
The whole organisation of a nuclear power company has to work at all levels to
secure the safety of the nuclear power plant. The prevailing safety culture of an
organisation is noted to be a research item that needs more attention after the 1986
Chernobyl accident. Criteria and characteristics for good safety culture are pursued to be developed as well as means to further reinforce it. Developing evaluating methods for functioning and culture of an organisation is current even today.
The importance of safety culture is emphasised in a more and more networking
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operational environment especially at the time of generation change. Research is
needed to clarify how it can be effectively ensured that safety requirements are
passed through different interfaces of an organisation and met in the entire supplier network.
SAFIR2010 research programme is divided in eight research areas, which are:
1. Organisation and human factors
2. Automation and control room
3. Fuel and reactor physics
4. Thermal hydraulics
5. Severe accidents
6. Structural safety of reactor circuit
7. Construction safety
8. Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA)

These research areas include both research projects of the named topic and interdisciplinary co-operation projects. Figure 3.5 presents a matrix of influence
where the possible subjects of interdisciplinary research are pictured. Feedback of
operational experience is exploited as much as possible. Typically, when handling
incidents, the technical reconstructive measures are taken rapidly after the incident, whereas recommendations on functioning of an organisation take longer
time to be met. The feedback of operating experience can also bring up research
needs of new subjects when matters are viewed more extensively in the light of
design basis and analyses based on the preceding as well as planned development
measures.
In the following, the research areas of the SAFIR2010-programme are presented
and the research needs related to these areas are described in more detail. The
research areas and needs for research are based on the knowledge at the time of
making the framework plan. The research programme takes into account the
changes in the operational environment and new challenges manifesting themselves, new research projects supporting the objectives of the programme can be
included.
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of possible interdisciplinary research items with a matrix of
influence.

3.2

Organisation and human factors

3.2.1

Description of the research area

Reliability of people and organisations taking part in the use of nuclear power is
primarily important for safety. Active and open way of acting prevents technical
problems or, at least, makes possible reacting to them. As for technology, one
should not assume that things go on their own weight when it comes to people and
organisations.
Every organisation has a conception on the importance of safety and how it is
achieved. These conceptions are usually partly subconscious, but shared, and they
affect the ways of acting. Therefore, the expression “safety culture” can be
applied. IAEA has defined safety culture in their INSAG-4 report in the following way: “Safety culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear
plant safety issues receive the attention warranted by their significance.”
In the SAFIR research programme, the impact of culture, organizational changes
and work organisation on nuclear safety were studied, and an evaluation method
of the organisational culture focusing on work practices, decision-making and
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their improvement was created. Also tacit knowledge in different tasks and units
was modelled, and the prerequisites, methods and barriers of passing tacit knowledge were identified in the research programme.
On the research area of human and organisational factors international co-operation can be realised e.g. through the OECD/NEA SEGHOF group. Scandinavian
contacts exist to Halden and, among others, due to NKS –programmes collaborative projects, to Stockholm and Lund University and Mälardalen University,
which hosts the leading Swedish experts of human factors and organizational
issues in nuclear field. In Finland, there are few experts in the field of safety-critical organisations and work processes. To enhance their co-operation, a national
Human Factors & Safety –network has been founded. Human factors researches
and actors from different safety-critical fields, such as nuclear power and aviation,
take part in the network.
In the research programme from 2007 to 2010 the emphasis of the human factors
and organisation field will be on change and management of change. Power companies and other expert organisations in the nuclear power field are in a significant state of change. The construction and commissioning of the new power plant
and modification projects of the plants in use require project management, new
type of technical know-how and safe interconnecting of various tasks. For example, the emergence of digital control systems will affect practices in control room
and maintenance.
The pressures to companies for evermore growing profits increase. Organisations
aim more and more to concentrate on their core tasks and buy other services needed from subcontractors. In a safety-critical environment, questions of the reconciliation and prioritisation of safe and economical ways of acting become actual.
New challenges and entirely new demands for competence can be met in organisations, concentrating on their core task and core knowledge and creating network collaboration with other organisations. They can concern e.g. the management of confidentiality and data security, the understanding and management of
safety regulations and collaborative skills.
With many intersecting and interacting changes going on in an organisation, it is
very important that safety management is congruent and overlaps all the levels,
forms of activity and collaborative stages with external actors.
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Figure 3.5 Team work in maintenance seminar at TVO in 2003.

3.2.2

Research needs and aspired results

During the new research programme, research on human and organisational factors has an objective to support the power plant safety during the life cycle of a
plant and in different phases of the careers of the personnel. One aim is also to
develop and maintain expertise in human factors and organisational issues in the
context nuclear engineering in Finland. In the execution period of the research
programme, more extensive challenges than previously are laid on the research on
human and organisation. Central subjects to be studied are the methods and practises of safety management and development and share of knowledge.
3.2.2.1

Safety management methods and practices

Over the past years, the concept of safety management has been used more frequently both within nuclear power field and in other safety-critical contexts.
Because of the nature of organisations, safety management is effective only when
practises in the different levels and parts of an organisation are consistent and support one another. Practises should also support maintenance and improvement of
safety in both power plants and their collaborative organisations. In the safety
management field, the IAEA documents GS-R-3,”Management System for
Facilities and Activities” and GS-G-3.1,”Application of the Management System
for Facilities and Activies” that are believed to govern the development of the area,
have recently been published. In addition, the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
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has recently published the report ”State-of-the-art Report on Systematic
Approaches to Safety Management” by the human and organisational factors
expertise group (SEGHOF). Creating, implementing and evaluating a management system applied in the practise are current subjects of study.
Research on safety management practises and improvement requirements is needed in the changing situation. Also the relations of the concepts of safety management and safety culture should be analysed. More information on factors having
an impact on improvement of safety culture and on the ways of affecting safety
culture in a target-oriented fashion are required. Contemporary trend is integrated management targeting not only on nuclear safety, but also occupational and
environmental safety, and safe management of radiation, information, company
and external threats. The well-balanced merging of these targets in the concepts
and actions of different actors needs to be developed.
Analysing human and organisational factors plays a significant role when developing safety management. Identifying human and organisational factors in operating offers power industries an important chance for learning and development.
Especially in a changing situation, the impact of human and organisational factors
are emphasised, and information is available from areas that would normally
be unattainable. The measures related to human and organisational factors
expand the management of operating experience to a learning process of the entire
organisation.
Identifying human and organisational factors is a challenging task that requires
reliable methods to succeed. Analysing these factors is necessary when treating
both significant events and minor flaws and non-compliances. More information
is needed on how reporting to an authority affects evaluating the importance of
these factors. Also information on how root cause analysis, reporting and
improvement of human and organisational factors are conducted in power companies and STUK is needed. Research could also help in choosing corrective
measures.
Numerous changes within nuclear power field and human resources create a
change to study management of organisational changes in nuclear power plants.
The impact of organisational change and the process have been discussed within
OECD/NEA and for example, the authority in Great Britain has developed their
own approach. In Nordic NKS-programme research on the subject has been
launched with analysis on changes in maintenance. Additional research is needed
on identifying and analysing the effect on safety of an organisational change and
creating evaluation criteria.
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3.2.2.2

Developing and sharing knowledge

Novel competence is created in design, constructing and commissioning a new
power plant. Collecting and transferring this competence in working communities
in the nuclear power field is current during the research programme and requires
developing and applying new methods and practices. Control rooms are being
turned digital in the power plants in use which essentially changes the tools of
operators and therefore, ways of action. Evolving know-how is required.
Simultaneously, many experts in nuclear power field are retiring as well in power
companies as at STUK and VTT. Replacing their know-how and work contribution requires systematics in planning and implementation.
Research on maintenance and improvement of competence and knowledge is even
more important than before in a changing situation. Understanding the safety factors and adopting specific ways of action is a necessity for every one with operative duties. Professional expertise develops with experience and it is enforced with
in-depth training. In a changing situation, more information is needed of the
methods and practises of training and learning at work that support the maintenance and improvement of professional expertise and safety culture and expertise.
Information processes are strongly linked to the design, commissioning, operation
and maintenance of power plants. The transfer of information between these phases and collecting information for future needs is essential. Obtaining and producing novel information, information transfer between individuals and units and
storing and processing information among other are included in information
processes. Both human, and human and technology interactions are represented.
Especially the management of knowledge is important in a changing situation,
when novel knowledge is needed, developed and produced.
Developing know-how and making the most of chances to learn in the Olkiluoto3 project relates to both information processes and transferring and developing
knowledge and expertise. The question, however, is how existing competence can
be exploited in a new context with novel technology and technological solutions.
On the other hand, new competencies may be required due to new technology,
which offers learning opportunities to the employees. The learned practices can be
used further in the ”old” power plants and thus transfer know-how from the new
power plant to the old ones.
Simulators are used in the training of operators. The development of digital operating, the principles of learning and virtual tool of education offer a chance for
developing education and leaning in work.
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Maintaining expertise and passing it to younger experts are relevant in the forthcoming research programme. Maintenance of know-how relates to not only retiring, but also constructing a new power plant. The development and maintenance
of competencies are part of the human resources processes and are thus connected with human resources planning.
Development of competence requires management of knowledge, the central part
of which is human resources planning. The nuclear power field in Finland is in a
new situation, where the power plants in use have reached a mature age and old
employees are retiring. Simultaneously, novel ways of acting e.g outsourcing and
increased use of project work are adopted in industry. All this is a challenge to the
human resources planning from the licence holder viewpoint.
A special question related to human resources planning is task analysis, which is
needed for a base for forming and modifying organisation, defining tasks of an
individual and competence requirements and always when developing tools and
technology. Evaluating and applying tools used for task analysis in nuclear power
industry is a challenging subject to be studied.

3.2.3

Interdisiplinary research needs and aspired results

3.2.3.1

The new practices of a nuclear power plant turning digital

The use of digital technology increases in tasks of experts, productive, operating
and maintenance tasks, and administration due to modernisation and new construction projects. In a safety-critical operating environment, such as a nuclear
power plant, novel technology has to be adopted in a way required in safety
requirements, which limits its possible uses. It is important to understand the challenges for human reliability which new tools bring with them.
The extensive development of tools does not relate to uniquely technical basis.
The development is, in fact, motivated by the need to develop functions and ways
of activity in nuclear power plants. The objective of research is to specify and
introduce what is expected of technical modifications, and which concrete
changes in the ways of activity and know-how mastering the new technology
requires. Information is also needed on the availability and use of electronic procedures, the support for team work and communication in digital environment,
and learning to use new tools.
The changes in work and tools have to be foreseeable during design and when
making commissioning decisions, whereupon different methods for task analysis
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and for evaluating total availability are needed. It is important to conduct longterm monitoring on developing of know-how and learning in work, because making the most of new tools and mastering new ways of activity requires confidence
being built to these tools in a process that can be consciously affected.
All the subjects on this area require research done between middle ground of technical and behavioural sciences that has a request from operation and strong practical orientation.
3.2.3.2

Safety culture in subcontractor network

The requirements of safety are established in the design, constructing and reforming of a nuclear power plant. Despite the large quantity of components, not only
those with high safety class are important for reliability. The system being complex
and vast, all its parts have to be of high quality and reliable.
Recognising the importance of work to safety and securing competence required is
just as important for employees of subcontractors as it is for employees in nuclear
power plants. The same applies for mastering safe ways of activity and motivation
to adopt them. To some of the employees working in subcontractor network, such
as employees in engineering offices, maintenance and repair organisations, at construction sites or in the manufacture of components, the concepts of nuclear safety and safety culture may be vague. It has to be taken into account that ways of
action in construction industry and engineering industry often differ from those in
nuclear power field.
The creation of safety culture and good practises are needed to be studied. Also
experiences from other high-risk industries may be useful for nuclear power area.
3.2.3.3

Evaluating safety-promoting practices and operationality

The activity of higher organisational levels and co-operation of different levels
have rarely been studied comprehensively with emphasis on safety. Literature is
available on the impact of management, organisational culture, and safety management, on transients and accidents and, on the other hand, on safe activity. These
separate empirical studies should be collected to form a base to develop quantitative method to be used in nuclear industry. Aim in studying organisational practices is to develop not only barometers, but also, activity.
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3.2.3.4
Management of power plant lifetime as
a challenge to expert network
Management of power plant life cycle requires collaboration and assembling
knowledge of different fields. The cognoscenti have to find a common language
and share knowledge outside their own field of expertise. Aim is to develop tools
for data management and for long-term support of learning network.

3.3

Automation and control room

3.3.1

Description of the research area

Figure 3.6 Present control room (insert) and schematic picture of a modern control
room (Loviisa NPP).

Automation in nuclear power plants has been in a turning point already for some
time as old, analogue technology is replaced by new, digital technology. In Finland,
the transitional period will spread over almost ten years from today; the automation
renewal, already begun in Loviisa, and forthcoming in Olkiluoto 1 and 2 have been
scheduled to last at least till the year 2014. Almost the entire automation technology
in the power plants will be gradually changed in these extensive automation renewal projects. Analogue technology, however, will remain in use in field equipment. In
the same context, control rooms and user interfaces will undergo almost a total transformation. The simultaneous renewal of both I&C and other hardware result in significant increase in number of programmable equipment in power plants.
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Many protection automation renewals have been made in operating power plants in
Europe. In the same context, other systems significant for safety have been renewed.
Such extensive renewals, where I&C and control room are treated comprehensively
as in Finland, have not yet been realised. In many countries like the United States
and Germany renewal projects that could be compared to those in Finland have not
been launched yet. In addition to renewal projects in the old power plants, I&C in
Olkiluoto 3 will be digital. The situation in Finland is unique, as a new power plant
is under construction simultaneously with renewals in the old ones.
Carrying the projects through according to plan has proven to be challenging in
international projects. No common practise for demonstrating the safety case has
established itself in the programmable technology field, which will affect the realisation of the project. Now in Finland there is an excellent change to develop
know-how and expertise that will be useful both nationally and internationally.
During the planning period of the SAFIR2010 programme, three kinds of complementary issues are to be studied:
•
•
•

I&C for safety critical applications
design and evaluation of control rooms and man-machine interfaces
ageing of electrical and I&C technology, especially ageing of materials (I&C and electric cables) and obsolescence of technology

In the control room and I&C technology field, research that can be exploited in
the new programme has been executed on reliability of digital I&C, requirements
management, ageing of equipment, detecting errors in software, and evaluating
renewals in control room. Benchmarking the efficiency of methods and replenishing know-how has been a target in international collaboration. In automation
and control room areas, international co-operation has principally been executed
within OECD Halden Reactor Project. The OECD/NEA project COMPSIS collects operating experience from users of programmed technology, which gives
useful information of perceived types of errors and root caused and thus helps
developing methods.

3.3.2

Digital automation

3.3.2.1

Research needs and aspired results

Typically system and equipment suppliers have made qualifications for their products. Even though systems are constructed of qualified, standardised modules,
previous qualifications do not necessarily cover the application that will be used
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in a power plant because of, for example, new soft- or hardware versions. The subject needs to be studied in order to develop methods for evaluating demand for
additional qualifications and implementation of the work.
End users need support in different stages of I&C renewal. At the moment the
most important way of support would be the ability to conduct different types of
independent assessment on different life cycle phases, for example:
•

•
•
•

•

efficient review-methods for evaluating requirement, system and programme specifications, and for deriving verification requirements for
later phases from them
validating results of verifications as an entity
assessment of process of system supplier, especially software production (production of applications in system design)
evaluating previous qualifications made or contracted out by the supplier: coverage of the verifications and methods, coverage and execution of
tests and assessment of results particularly for software products
assessment of equipment, especially platform qualification of larger systems and evaluation of the tests as well as the additional tests needed

The platforms and working methods in extensive system projects have been
designed to meet the standards of either safety-critical applications or those of
nuclear engineering or both (e.g. IEC 60880, 60880-2, 61513, 62138). For the
present little comparable data exists on application of these, as there are relatively few applications in nuclear power plants and thus little comparison. A state-ofthe-art report on requirements of functional and non-functional features of safetycritical systems and equipment in applications in different safety classes is needed. Also industries other than nuclear, such as chemical industry, mechanical engineering, aviation and railway engineering should be discussed.
The inaccuracy of interpretation and application of standards could be reduced by
the means of modelling and other research expedients. As systems consist of
devices, there has to be means to model individual devices and their function.
Considering I&C, another important question that may contain research challenges, is evaluating systems architecture and configuration management in
extensive projects. These subjects are characteristically interdisciplinary and must
be considered in collaboration with process and safety planning and control room
planning. It is indispensable to plan the architecture of systems, where novel technology will be used, so that the character of the new technology, which can be
both advantage and disadvantage concerning safety, is taken into account. The
I&C systems of a nuclear power plant have to form an entity, a concept, where
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implementation of defense-in-depth design ensure the safety functions needed
sufficiently reliably; the reliability is achieved by redundancy, diversity, and separation. In the practise, however, measuring the diversity of, for example, different
platforms, is difficult and therefore new methods are needed in the area.
Devices, the qualification of which is made according to the general standard of
safety critical applications in conventional industry, IEC 61508, are increasingly
on the market, as in many fields, regulations expect meeting this standard or its
applications. In the group of higher reliability, the standard requires applying
diversity principle. When applying the nuclear engineering standard IEC 62138,
which is applied for the devices and systems of safety classes 3 and 4, the compliance according to IEC 61508 is exploitable. Nevertheless, if the reliability level
applied is humble, the need for additional qualification has to be evaluated. The
approach of standard IEC 61508 gives rough guidelines to this task, but the optimisation of the task is case-specific. Effective methods for evaluating and executing additional qualifications need to be studied and developed. In the same context, different types of programmable devices and the effect of manufacturing
technique could be studied.
The properties of devices can be studied by modelling. Claims on properties and
function of devices, which can serve as a basis for qualification in safety–critical
environment, can be presented. Arbitrary initial data for modelling equipment
may not always be available, but modelling may still elicit useful information.
Commercial tools for modelling can be obtained, or tools may be developed. In
both cases, the essential is to understand the function, use and limitations of a
method sufficiently profoundly.
The objective of research is to develop expertise and methods and educate new
experts to licence effectively safety-critical I&C. Methods have to cover defining,
management of, and verifying the requirements for I&C in all the three levels:
power plant, system and components. They have to be applicable for licensing
new power plant and I&C renewals. The previously described activity creates ability to build a ”national” type approval. This would include nationally (rather internationally as well) approved concept for applying nuclear engineering standards
and generally approved inspection methods. Equipment could thus be licensed by
inspection documents with light prosecution from authorities and power plant
companies.
Conducting successful research on I&C technology requires systems and equipment that are meant to be used in safety-critical applications in nuclear power
plants. Successful research also requires successful co-operation with vendors.
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3.3.2.2

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

The functional safety requirements for automation are established through safety
planning and technological design. In this respect I&C studies have an interface
with fuel, reactor, and thermal -hydraulics subject areas (chapters 3.4 and 3.5).
When successful, modelling I&C equipment produces information from which
statistical indicators that can be used as initial data for PSA-modelling can be distilled (chapter 3.9).

3.3.3

Control room and man-machine interface

3.3.3.1

Research needs and aspired results

The possibilities of new technology in man-machine interfaces at nuclear power
plants
Computer information and screens have always played an important role in
Finnish nuclear power plants. Digitalisation changes the control rooms completely; the analogue control panels and desks will be replaced by screens of I&C systems from which the process control actions primarily are performed. Even
though the process control tasks will remain as before, the change will have an
effect on the ways of action such as teamwork and perceiving process state. In
addition to changes in control rooms, there are ongoing renewal projects that
affect the control room personnel and man-machine interface, such as the renewal of operating procedures and maintenance systems.
Changeover from conventional technology to control via computer screens means
that the permanently available information has to be compensated, in order to
maintain the situation awareness of operators. Large screen display technology
has generally been presented as a solution. Large screens offer new chances to
develop ways of action in both the process control and the support of operation
and maintenance. Many expectations are laid on the commissioning of large
screen displays, and this equipment has already been installed in control rooms of
Finnish nuclear power plants. In the current applications, large screens project
mainly the same information as other control room equipment.
A Nordic project for increasing the situation awareness in nuclear power plants
with large screen display technology is starting with the participation of Finnish
utilities. The project will be carried out in the years 2006 to 2008. The ”rich
information” concept, developed by IFE (Institutt for energiteknikk) in
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Norwegian oil industry projects, will be tested there. One of the pilot targets will
be Loviisa and its development simulator. The exploitation of results from this
project in the SAFIR 2010 programme can likely be agreed upon.
New information technology can support operation and maintenance by providing
for example common process view, collaboration of operation and maintenance,
education, better exchange of information and generally management of the
power plant – also outside the main control room. There is a distinct need for displaying maintenance information on the process I&C system side of the main control room. Therefore large screen displays should be shared between different
information sources, so that problems in data security could be avoided. In addition to large screens, mobile technology offers new possibilities for field operators and maintenance personnel.
Research is needed on use of large screen displays and other novel technology in
developing control rooms and management of nuclear power plants. One target is
to develop a ”large screen display concept”. The feedback of operating experience
from conventional power plants and large screens installed in Olkiluoto and
Loviisa should be exploited. Especially methods for surveying user needs should
be emphasised, and the changes in the ways of action and teamwork when adopting new technology studied. Research has to support realistic evaluations of the
possibilities of novel technology in respect of safety, efficacy and welfare of
employees.
New applications in process control
Nuclear safety is ensured in control room concepts based on digital technology by
solutions based on diversity. Even though emphasis is on creating new applications in the man-machine interface of operational I&C, this so-called main manmachine interface is significant considering safety. The starting point for new
control room concepts is that main user interface is primarily used in every situation. Man-machine interfaces, which back up main user interface, typically
belong to safety class 3 which requires simple software. Therefore very intelligent
operator supporting applications cannot be implemented with backup systems. As
a consequence, some of even crucial human factors principles may be compromised. When applying diversity, it is important to consider requirements for displays and screens not only from operators’ viewpoint but also from both shift
supervisor's and safety engineer's viewpoint.
Traditional control display concept is mainly based on process diagrams, trend
displays, logic diagrams and alarm displays. The current renewal projects in
power plant offer a chance to develop display applications so that they support
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operator tasks such as definition of the initial event and state of the power plant,
and the decision-making. Integrating procedures to the displays to some extent is
necessary even if the paper procedures still remained.
Three screen-based concepts are currently studied within man-machine laboratory (HAMMLAB) of the OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP):
•
•
•

task-based displays (HAMBO BWR simulator)
ecological displays (HAMBO BWR simulator)
functional displays (FRESH PWR simulator)

Task-based concept has been developed in Halden by former operators of Oskarshamn nuclear power plant. Especially, the visualisation of process has been considered. Also procedure displays for emergency situations have been developed in the
project. Ecological displays help to detect deviations from e.g. operating points.
Functional displays are based on dividing a process to main functions that again can
be divided to sub-functions. Displays are strongly bound to these user interface concepts that have been tested with power plant operators in HRP's research projects.
HRP has proposed that the above mentioned concepts should be merged to an
overall concept. Research done in HRP is crucial considering the development of
control rooms. In order to adopt the best practices in Finland, collaboration with
Halden and comparison with other international experience are important. Aim is
to exploit research results in power plant renewals and therefore one has to consider carefully how the know-how gained can be exploited in the design process.
In addition, the overall concept has to be such that applications are developed
gradually so that new applications can be added to the man-machine interface
without essentially changing it.
Evaluation and management of control room and man-machine interface design
and change
Management of change and development of man-machine interfaces, based on
proven principles of the existing systems, are essential to the success of renewals.
In Finland, control room and man-machine interface changes are executed gradually in order to disturb electricity production at the plants as little as possible.
Evaluation methods and criteria for control room and man-machine interface
changes need to be studied further. The evaluation and management of change is
especially challenging, as renewals are made gradually; for example, there will be
five different control room concepts during seven or eight years in Loviisa.
Besides, the current standards and guidelines (e.g. NUREG-0711) are developed
for new power plants and are not directly applicable for gradual renewals and
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changes in control rooms. Many guidelines emphasize evaluation of final result
whereas, in respect of planning, it is essential to receive feedback so early that it
can be considered during the planning and actual control room design.
Research has to create expertise and methods to develop and evaluate control
rooms so that methods can be applied, during the period of the coming research
programme, to both partial changes in control rooms, and entirely new control
room. The goal is to develop a national practice and know-how to evaluate control room and man-machine interface changes. To pass information to practice as
effectively as possible, a description of the evaluation practice is needed. It shall
discuss also application of existing standards and guidelines. Also the impact of
project-specific planning practice and e.g. responsibilities shared between licensee and supplier needs to be studied.
3.3.3.2

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

The most important interfaces in respect of control rooms relate to maintenance
and training. Novel technology offers means to display maintenance situation in
control room, methods to boost operation and maintenance collaboration, and
information exchange. Technology renewals and simultaneous generation change
make training of operating personnel more challenging. On the other hand, new
technology also offers training tools such as large screens and simulators that have
proved to be useful. Research can solve the best ways to make the most of new
technology and satisfy educational needs.

3.3.4

Ageing technology

3.3.4.1

Challenges and research needs

Ageing of materials, especially cables, in the operational environment of a power
plant applies to electrical and I&C technology. In spite of ageing, equipment has
to function even in unusual situations (transients and accidents) to the end of its
lifetime. Obsolescence of technology adds to ageing of materials; product generation changes can result in significant changes in internal functions of some functionally similar devices or systems. This will lead to difficult maintenance of the
systems already in use, which is common on this field. Maintaining expertise on
the electrical and I&C technology ageing management area requires participation
in international co-operation.
The designed lifetime of 60 years of the new nuclear power plant as well as extension of the lifetime of power plants in use mean that design decisions have to be
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documented traceably so that forthcoming generations will understand their significance and reasoning.
3.3.4.2

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

Initial data for ageing analysis comes from operational experience (prevailing
operational environment) and accident analysis (prevailing ”extra” strain during
transients and accidents). Research on the radiation endurance and ageing of the
sealing materials of containment building that have been conducted in the previous SAFIR programme can offer synergy benefits.
Ageing has an impact on reliability of equipment and systems.

3.4

Fuel and reactor physics

3.4.1

Reactor fuel

3.4.1.1

Description of the research area

Understanding fuel behaviour in all the normal operational states of a reactor, in
incidents and accidents, and in fuel storage and final disposal is essential for
nuclear safety as a whole.
The continuous development of nuclear fuel including both structure and materials makes it challenging to develop fuel behaviour models for normal operation,
incidents and accidents. A part of this development is continuous increase in fuel
burn-up that provokes needs to enhance further fuel behaviour models and guidelines. The acceptance criteria, set by STUK in YVL-guides, provide development
of novel fuel behaviour models, with which the number of fuel rods being damaged in incidents and accidents or experiencing heat transfer crisis could be estimated. Developing methods for uncertainty assessment is an essential part of
research projects.
Developing new cladding tube materials and increasing fuel burn-up limits require
experiments on cladding tube materials to understand, among other subjects, corrosion and hydradation. Basic research on fuel being expensive, new information has
to be obtained via international research projects, the most important of which are
experiments in CABRI water loop and in Halden research reactor. Experimental
data is exploited when developing and validating fuel simulation models.
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Educational aspects have to be taken into account in all the research projects. This
is realised best by teaming experienced researchers with young ones.
3.4.1.2

Research needs and aspired results

Experiments on fuel and modelling fuel rod behaviour in steady state and in LOCA
and RIA conditions serves as a basis for utilising new fuel cladding tube materials,
fuel types, and operating practices for fuel and reactor.
Phenomena needed to be modelled are, for example, fuel rod corrosion, hydradation, ballooning, burst, and fuel relocation. Possible use of additional ingredients
that change the properties of fuel pellets and other novel solutions must be taken
into consideration when developing models.
In programmes modelling steady state, this means completing models with
the material properties of new cladding tube materials including corrosion
and hydradation behaviour. Updated computer codes will have to be validated
with extensive experimental data. During the previous research programmes,
these computer codes, the widely used ENIGMA and FRAPCON have either
been developed or validated in collaboration with other countries using these
codes. It is appropriate to continue this work in the forthcoming research
programme.
Reliable simulation of accidents requires the development of models for computer codes with which the number of fuel rod failures, cladding embrittlement and
coolability of fuel can be estimated. Especially the effects of burn-up on fuel
properties have to be taken into account in the models.
The FRAPTRAN/GENFLO code has been developed, in collaboration with US
NRC, during previous research programmes for accident analysis. The code is used
for accident analysis and it has been developed and validated with the actual developer of the code, US NRC. It is reasonable to continue this activity also in the new
research programme.
One important subject is to write the State-of-the-art report on fuel behaviour in
normal conditions and in accidents. In the report, data can be collected from different experiments and software development, and the areas with insufficient
information considering future needs, can be pointed out.
The calculated results on fuel behaviour contain uncertainties due to the uncertainties in the models and initial assumptions. To evaluate this uncertainty systematically, proper methods, such as statistical methods, are needed. Developing uncer-
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tainty methods for transient and accident analysis is a tool for evaluating acceptability of analysis results.
OECD/CSNI- coordinated research programmes supporting research on fuel that
will be participated during the research programme are:
•
•
•

Constructing of CABRI water loop and related RIA-experiments
Research on fuel in Halden in general and especially LOCA-experiments
SCIP (Studsvik Cladding Integrity Project)-experiments in Studsvik

Experimental programmes support national software development and qualification.
3.4.1.3

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

The ballooning and failure of fuel rods during the accidents changes reactor core
geometry and requires the development of thermal-hydraulic models up to the level
where the changing flow conditions can be taken into account. This research is best
conducted in collaboration with thermal-hydraulics experts.
Estimating factors related to cladding (different types), such as mechanical properties, corrosion/ hydration/water chemistry, oxidation/ hydration in high temperatures
requires establishing an interdisciplinary ad hoc group with reactor circuit structural safety group to solve previously mentioned problems.

3.4.2

Reactor physics and dynamics

3.4.2.1

Description of the research area

Uranium, other fissionable materials issuing from it, and fission products are
located in the fuel during operation. When developing fuel, licensing new fuel
types and ways of fuel operation and designing new power plants the safety of the
reactor core has to be ensured.
Reactor physics provides information needed for evaluating neutron interaction.
The most important applications are related to computing power distribution,
nuclear criticality safety assessment, neutron dose analysis for mechanical components and defining isotope composition of spent fuel.
There is a growing need for preparation to utilization of burn-up credit in the
nuclear criticality safety evaluation for the storage of spent fuel. The methods and
criteria for this procedure have to be developed.
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Safe use of nuclear power plants and fuel require that operation design, accident and
transient analyses, and nuclear criticality safety analyses are made in a reliable manner and that the know-how related to them is available for regulatory body when
necessary.
Developing computing models related to reactor dynamics so that they fit for the
requirements of technological advancement is a central objective of the research area.
New types of fuel and the need for analysing phenomena taking place in reactor core
more in detail, create the need to improve models related to thermal-hydraulics and
neutronics. Also improving fuel models for the heat transfer part is important.
The computing results contain uncertainty due to uncertainties in the models and
in initial assumptions. To evaluate this uncertainty systematically, proper methods
are needed. Developing statistical and uncertainty methods for these programmes
is a tool for evaluating applicability of analysis results.
3.4.2.2

Research needs and aspired results

The most essential national expertise on reactor physics is related to chain of calculations where initial data is created using basic nuclear constant library for
nuclear criticality safety studies and for steady state and transient calculations of
the entire core. The current situation of this chain is not entirely satisfactory:
Especially the generation methods of cross-section data used in one-dimensional
transient analyses are not at an adequate level considering reliability and usability.
Know-how on deterministic and stochastic (Monte Carlo) transport methods has
to be maintained and developed. These methods are needed, among others, in calculations related to nuclear criticality safety, calculating partial albedos for nodal
models, radiation shielding calculations, defining different kinds of detector
responses and neutron doses outside the core in inventory calculations. Knowhow can be maintained and models validated on the demanding area of threedimensional transport modelling by taking actively part in international benchmarking. This supports also development of own models.
Expertise of nodal methods and codes is declining in Finland due to retiring.
A major part of the reactor physical analyses, with which the status and composition
of reactor core can be defined, will be made with these codes for a long time. Results
are needed as initial data in many other safety-related analyses. Maintaining expertise in this field has to be ensured during the research programme.
Software developed for calculating neutron doses and detector responses exist and
are appropriately validated. There is no immediate need for development of this
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software in the research programme. Securing continuance of expertise in this area
is, however, especially important in respect of generation change. This challenge is
best met when new generation of experts participate in international benchmarking.
In all the analyses related to reactor, developing as accurate data as possible on neutron cross-sections and processing and using it properly is crucial to the accuracy and
usability of results. In this respect, a central research result to aspire to is conditioning of cross-section condensation chain for three-dimensional transient analysis. It
requires systematic development of models based on knowledge on how cross-section data should be parametrised for transients for different kinds of power plants.
Target is to develop software that would automate the creation of cross-section data
for three-dimensional calculations that currently requires much manual work.
Condensation of three-dimensional cross-section data for one-dimensional transient analyses is a practical subject of research. Even though three-dimensional
analyses are more and more widely used, one-dimensional considerations are
probably needed more than previously assumed. To update the computing system
a quite extensive study on how data used in different transients should be condensed in order to maintain the reliability of individual analysis, is needed. Target
is to develop condensing software, based on previously mentioned report, so that
the amount of manual work required would decrease and that more accurate initial data for one-dimensional transient calculations would be obtained.
In addition to previously presented concrete targets, expertise related to especially modelling fuel burn-up and using fuel burn-up codes should be maintained. An
important part of this work is the development of own models and the comparison of results with commercial software.
A computing system linked with burn-up calculation software has to be developed
for the possible utilisation of burn-up credit related to the storage of spent fuel.
The computing system could be used for calculating the nuclide composition of
spent fuel and their uncertainties for criticality calculations.
In the reactor dynamics area an own reactor dynamics code, TRAB3D, has been
developed during the preceding research programmes. The code is well suited for
boiling reactor incident analyses, but it can also be adopted in pressurised water
reactor applications. Software developed within thermal-hydraulics group are best
suitable for loss of coolant accident analysis but cannot be applied to incidents in
boiling reactors. Both types of software are to be developed in the forthcoming
research programme, but the collaboration between the developers should be
closer so that software improvements would be exploited effectively.
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The aim of development of reactor dynamics codes is to be able to model the incident and accident behaviour of operating power plants as well as those under construction in Finland. This requires correcting some flaws in the existing software
and developing models for reversed flow, natural circulation and cross flow. Also
needs and possibilities of modelling three-dimensional flow phenomena, such as
flow inside fuel bundle, have to be determined. In addition, the developed new software has to be validated with international benchmarking and/or experimenting.
An essential development project in the reactor physics/ dynamics codes is uncertainty management and development of methods for uncertainty assessment.

Figure 3.7 Calculated and measured bundle flow in boiling water reactor core.

3.4.2.3

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

Defining the nuclide composition of spent fuel is a sub-area of reactor physics
directly related to both spent fuel disposal analyses and accident source term
analyses. This is linked with own development in burn-up models, as developed
codes and models can be used in these analyses.
Improving models of heat transfer from fuel pellet to coolant requires collaboration with fuel and thermal-hydraulics experts.
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3.5

Thermal hydraulics

3.5.1

Description of the research area

Thermal-hydraulic analyses form a basis for evaluating nuclear power plant safety. Developing methods so that they respond to new needs and their validation are
necessary for developing an independent safety assessment method. This requires
participation in international and national research programmes in order to understand thermal-hydraulic phenomena, develop analysis methods, and validate them
using experimental results.
Expanding nuclear power plant related, thermal-hydraulic computing abilities to
cover CFD computing methods (Computational Fluid Dynamics) is an important
target for the future. Their application in nuclear power plant safety analyses,
especially in respect of two-phase flow area, has just begun. These models can
provide important information on multidimensional phenomena for example in
reactor pressure vessel and in condensation pools.

Figure 3.8 Calculation of an experiment conducted at the Lappeenranta condensation
pool facility with NEPTUNE CFD-code.
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OECD NEA/CSNI –coordinated international research programmes supporting
thermal-hydraulic research that shall be taken part in during the research programme are:
•
•

ROSA (RIG Of Safety Assessment Project) experiments
Possible other thermal-hydraulic experimental programmes e.g. PKL,
PSB-VVER project, THAI experimental programme related to hydrogen management in containment

National experimental activities are mostly related to the ability of Lappeenranta
University of Technology to conduct thermal-hydraulic experiments with its testing
facilities. The key testing devices currently in use are PACTEL and POOLEX. With
the present PACTEL-facility thermal-hydraulic experiments can be conducted
mainly on VVER-440 type power plants. Developing PACTEL so that it can be used
for experiments on other power plant types such as EPR is important for the future
use of the facility. Integrating PACTEL in OECD NEA/CSNI research projects is an
important target.
Participation in experiments and related development of models has brought up
some phenomena that cannot be computed with sufficient accuracy with the current
models. Such phenomena have been, among others, condensation pool behaviour
(POOLEX testing equipment), behaviour of non-condensable gases in primary circuit and containment. These phenomena have to be taken into account in models in
order to improve the reliability of results.
Managing the uncertainties in thermal hydraulic codes requires development of
appropriate uncertainty analysis methods.
Experimental and computational thermal-hydraulics is needed in other research
areas such as structural analyses, reactor physics and fuel technology. These
require specific thermal-hydraulics models.

3.5.2

Research needs and aspired results

Developing and validating currently used thermal-hydraulic codes on basis of
experimental data from national and international research projects continues to
be an important area of study. The primary aim is to improve APROS programme
that is widely used in Finland for safety analysis by the authorities and other
organisations. The authorities’ ability to perform independent safety analyses has
to be ensured in the research programme.
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A concrete development area is correcting flaws in analysis methods when simulating experiments. The codes used at present are not able to model properly the
situation where there is simultaneously water, steam and non-condensable gases
(nitrogen) in low pressure in primary circuit. Developing methods so that reactor
behaviour in transient situations and accidents during start-up and shut-down can
be sufficiently reliably modelled requires experiments and related analyses.
Expanding nuclear power plant related, thermal-hydraulic computing abilities to
cover CDF computing methods (Computational Fluid Dynamics), is an important
target for the future. Their application on nuclear power plant safety analyses,
especially in respect of two-phase flow area, has just begun.
The use of CFD computing methods is possible for example in modelling flow in
reactor pressuriser and condensation pool. The flow stratification (cold emergency cooling water/ hot natural circulation water or plug of non-borated water )
in reactor pressurizer and condensation pool. Further development and validation
of these methods is needed. In the long term, also developing CFD models for
two-phase flow for example in fuel bundle and steam generator is required. In this
field, collaboration with, for example, Scandinavian Northnet network would be
natural. Linking safety analysis software (such as APROS) more closely with
CFD tools would make CFD analyses more useful.
The new steam generators planned for the PACTEL test facility offer a possibility to develop measurement systems that may provide useful information for validating CFD models. Improving measurement systems is an important target and
can be achieved either by taking into use new or developing already existing systems to obtain reliable data for qualifying CFD methods.
Dynamic phenomena (e.g. stratification, condensation, mixing, and fluid–structure
interactions) that have an impact on condensation pool behaviour are insufficiently known for the time being. Experimental data is needed for analysis methods
development.
An essential project related to thermal-hydraulic safety analyses are uncertainty
analysis and developing methods for uncertainty assessment.

3.5.3

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

Sharp pressure drops due to for example large break LOCA in primary circuit create heavy load on structures. On the other hand, the structure geometry may
change due to these loads, which has an impact on flow conditions. There is little
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information even internationally on developing and validating tools for studying
fluid-structure interaction. Experimentally, it is possible to study structure behaviour in sharp pressure drops and obtain data on flow conditions (water evaporation, changes in pressure drop speed etc). Research in this area requires co-operation with the experts in the area of structural safety of reactor circuit.
Modelling flow and heat transfer in small fractures (cracks) and qualifying models by experimental data is a research theme that requires co-operation with the
area of structural safety of reactor circuit. A model is needed in order to prove that
the LBB-Criteria (Leak Before Break) are met.
Calculating flow distribution inside fuel bundle with CFD models is a theme
where research is realised in collaboration with fuel and reactor dynamics experts
and possibly with Scandinavian Northnet –network.

3.6

Severe Accidents

3.6.1

Description of the research area

crust layer

gas
bubbles

molten core

molten concrete

solid concrete

Figure 3.9 Schematic presentation of heat transfer when core melt is progressing in
concrete.
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Accident situations, in which a significant part of reactor core is damaged, are
classified as severe accidents. The probability of a severe accident in a western
nuclear power plant is very small, smaller than 10-5 per reactor year. Preparing for
them, however, is important because of large potential consequences.
Extensive plant modifications for severe accidents have been made in operating
Finnish nuclear power plants. These modifications have significantly decreased
the probability of reactor core damage and large fission product release. In
Olkiluoto 3 EPR power plant unit severe accidents have been considered from the
very beginning as design basis of the containment.
Large-scale experimental research on severe accidents with prototypic reactor
materials is expensive. This type of research is usually conducted as international
collaboration, for example in research projects organised by OECD.
Because of large costs, international experimental research rarely focuses on a
single power plant type. Research is generally focused on basic phenomena or on
producing measurement results for computing method development and validation. National experimental research, on the other hand, can produce methods and
results that are directly applicable on a specific problem or power plant type. By
concentrating on essential details, good planning, and close collaboration with
end users, valuable results can be obtained with a relatively small input. Such
examples in Finland include ULPU, COPO and VICTORIA experiments applied
for ensuring severe accident management strategy in Loviisa power plant,
Olkiluoto 1 and 2 core material coolability research with STYX testing equipment, and SAFIR programme experiments on ruthenium behaviour.
Severe accident calculation methods can be divided in two basic categories: socalled integral methods and separate effect methods. Integral models compute
accident progression from initiating event to release taking into account all the
systems affecting the accident and all the potential phenomena taking place during the accident. Computing time is kept reasonable by using simplified models.
Examples of integral models are the MELCOR code funded by US NRC, the
ASTEC code developed by EU and the MAAP code initially funded by nuclear
industry.
Methods for modelling separate effects, such as hydrogen transport and burn, are
significantly more detailed than the integral models. Along with the increase of
computing capacity, more models based on CFD computing have been taken into
use in the recent years. Validating CFD models for severe accidents management
has nevertheless been difficult: measurements in earlier experiments have not provided suitable data for this purpose.
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Finland has usually taken part in international severe accident research programmes in a consortium so that VTT has signed a contract with the international programme and then submitted research results to other Finnish organisations.
The programmes have been reported in SAFIR reference groups.
At the moment, Finland or Finnish organisations have a contract with following
international severe accident research programmes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

OECD/MCCI2 (Molten core – concrete interaction)
OECD/MASCA2 (Chemical interactions between molten pool and
pressure vessel)
EU Phebus FP, Phebus ST (Fission product transport)
PSI Artist (Aerosol retention in steam generator)
CSARP (US NRC severe accidents research programme)
EU SARNET (EU severe accidents research network)

In addition, new collaboration projects, the participation in which has to be considered during the planning period, are being prepared, such as:
•
•
•
•

OECD/CORTRAN (Molten pool formation in pressure vessel)
OECD/THAI (aerosol, hydrogen recombiner, and iodine tests in
containment)
OECD/SERENA2 (Molten core – coolant interaction in containment)
OECD/SETH2 (hydrogen distribution in containment)

3.6.2

Research needs and aspired results

In respect of severe accidents, the situation of Finnish power plants is already
quite good. Most significant uncertainties are found in some power plant specific
severe accident management phenomena or measures. The situation can be systematically evaluated in the beginning of the new research programme. Evaluation
of the need of further use and applicability of severe accident computing models,
recommended by international evaluators of SAFIR programme from 2003 to
2006, can be carried out as well.
The essential target of severe accident management is to cool the core material in a
controlled manner. All Westinghouse Atom boiling water reactors including
Olkiluoto 1 and 2 have adopted a severe accident management strategy, in which the
containment drywell is flooded from suppression pool before pressure vessel failure. Due to this measure, molten core is released in a deep and relatively cold water
pool. The melt is expected to break in particles of a size of a few millimetres that
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will cool and solidify when traversing the pool. Coolability of particle beds has
been studied with the STYX experiments of the current SAFIR programme. The
experiments have produced a large amount of expertise and data on coolability of
different types of particle beds. There is no need to continue these experiments
before obtained results are analysed and compared with corresponding international results.
The coolability of particle bed is dependent on the particle size distribution. To
determine particle size distribution additional data on molten core – coolant interactions and on the impact of related potential steam explosion is needed. Also the
load on containment due to steam explosion has to be determined.
At the Loviisa 1 and 2 plant units, severe accident management is based on retaining molten core within the pressure vessel. When reactor core melts, core material is collected in pressure vessel lower head, where it is cooled by external cooling of the pressure vessel. In steady state conditions, the margin for pressure
vessel failure is large. According to the current understanding, the limiting stage
is the steady state, where the whole decay heat production is in the molten pool,
except for volatile fission products.
Nevertheless, the heat transfer margins are dependent on molten pool geometry
and pool stratification in metal and oxide layers. There is improved knowledge on
chemical behaviour of molten core and factors affecting its stratification in metal
and oxide layers because of experimental results obtained from OECD RASPLAV
and MASCA programmes. Predicting molten pool stratification requires that the
way and order of relocation of different components of molten core into lower
head are known. Research on the ways of molten core relocation and molten pool
development could diminish remaining uncertainties and thus enable the use of
RASPLAV and MASCA experimental results in the Loviisa case.
The EPR molten core management concept differs from other solutions. Molten
core is transported by several stages to a separate spreading area, where it is possible to collect and stabilise it effectively. Ensuring research may be needed for
some stages of molten core management, such as sacrificial concrete characteristics and behaviour.
A large amount of hydrogen is formed in a severe accident. In Olkiluoto 1 and 2,
the containment building is inerted during the operation. Due to this, hydrogen
burn would not be a problem in a severe accident initiated during the plant operation. During shutdown the possibility of hydrogen burn should be taken into consideration at Olkiluoto 1 and 2 plant units as well. Hydrogen management systems
have been installed in the Loviisa plant units. The hydrogen concentration is dilut-
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ed by mixing it with the containment atmosphere and removing hydrogen by
recombiners. Recombiners will be installed in Olkiluoto 3 as well for hydrogen
removal. During the normal operation, the Olkiluoto 3 containment building is
divided in accessible and inaccessible parts that have, among other things, independent air conditioning. This division delays hydrogen mixing during a severe
accident. Hydrogen is released in most cases to the smaller, inaccessible part.
To dilute hydrogen concentration hydrogen should be mixed with the atmosphere
of the entire building. Rupture discs and opening flaps have been designed to
ensure mixing.
The target of SAFIR2010 research is to ensure the functionality of hydrogen management concept in all expected accident situations. Experimental research on
hydrogen burn requires large resources, unlikely to be cost effective in a national
program. Specific questions related to hydrogen mixing and recombiner operation, however, may need to be studied in Finland. CFD programmes are largely
exploited when computing hydrogen mixing, burning and explosions. The possibility of independent analysis should be maintained in Finland.
When the containment functions as designed, the fission product releases from
power plant to environment remain relatively small even in a severe accident.
Early or large releases are possible in containment bypass sequences. Fission
product chemistry varies according conditions determined by the release path and
accident scenario, implying that fission product transport has to be modelled both
in aerosol, gas and liquid forms when assessing bypass releases.
The objective of the SAFIR2010 programme is to assess fission product transport
by combining own, focused experimental research and computing methods with
data obtained from international co-operation.
Severe accidents initiated during shutdown may significantly differ from situation
during power operation. Delays are typically longer but the containment may be
open and some of plant systems may not be in use. The objective is to determine
the characteristics and most significant phenomena of accident sequences during
shutdown.
At least one integral severe accident code is needed in Finland for evaluating accident situations, defining boundary conditions and for PSA support. At the
moment the code used is MELCOR, obtained by the CSARP agreement with the
US NRC. During the planning period from 2007 to 2010 MELCOR seems to be
the most practical alternative considering the characteristics of the Finnish power
plants.
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CFD methods are used for calculating many phenomena related to severe accidents, including steam explosions and hydrogen transport and burn. Validation of
computing methods is always needed before application to power plant conditions. The test matrix and conditions of international testing programmes do not
necessarily respond to the chracteristics of Finnish power plants, so that additional
testing may be needed. When planning the tests, it has to be taken into account that
CFD model qualification requires extremely good and careful instrumentation.

3.6.3

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

Severe accidents are initiated by a large number of very low-probability events.
Importance of the initiating events and accident sequences following them is
assessed by plant specific PSA studies. Close collaboration with the PSA research
area is needed when planning severe accident research so that research on severe
accidents can be focused on risk-relevant phenomena. On the other hand, severe
accident models are an essential tool for the level 2 PSA when assessing release
paths and fission product release characteristics. For example, existing data and
experimental know-how on fission product transport could be better exploited
when assessing bypass sequences.
Severe accidents set high requirements on equipment and structure durability in
both very short-term dynamic load (hydrogen burns, high pressure releases and
steam explosions) and in the long term. Automatic methods for data transfer
should be developed so that the results from the code computing the loads could
be transferred to structural analysis codes.
After a severe accident, the containment decay heat removal and containment
integrity have to be ensured for a very long time. The chemical conditions, radiation level and temperature differ significantly from normal conditions. Plant specific requirements of long-term severe accident management should be specified
in more detail.
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3.7

Structural safety of reactor circuit

3.7.1

Description of the research area

Figure 3.10 Challenges in the management of reactor circuit structural safety.

Research related to nuclear power plant reactor circuit safety has traditionally
been an essential part of national nuclear safety – research programmes (RATU,
FINNUS, SAFIR). Subject areas and areas of focus have naturally changed over
the years. In the beginning of the use of currently operating power plants, the main
emphasis was on preventing failures due to brittle fracture and related phenomena, and stress corrosion management. At the time, the main objective of research
was to understand the behaviour of structural materials of the new power plants
and to create contacts with international research.
Little by little, the focus shifted to creating experimental research methods for
phenomena recognised as special questions in Finland, gathering new experimental data, and developing engineering methods for managing phenomena leading to
failure. Due to this work, a high level knowledge environment with good national and international contacts has been established in Finland. This is a good basis
for determining future research needs in which the prevailing aim to prove the
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extension of operational life of the operating power plants beyond their original
planned life time safe, as well as construction of the new plant unit, have to be
taken into account.
Further research needs on the reactor circuit structural safety area have been
determined, on one hand, from the needs of plant life management of operating
plant units, and on the other hand, from the already recognised research needs of
Olkiluoto 3 unit under construction. During the time span of the research programme, it is reasonable to be prepared for unforeseeable research needs emerging during the construction of the new unit.

3.7.2

Research needs and aspired results

Research on this subject area is proposed to be executed in projects belonging to
some of the following areas essential for integrity management:
1. Degradation caused by environmental effects
2. Structural failure risk management
3. Structural integrity monitoring
A general target of research is to understand phenomena affecting failure of structural materials and management of factors having impact on the previous. This is
considered to be best realised in contentually restricted research projects, in which
the aims are set in a phenomenon-inspired fashion.
Education of new experts has been determined to be one of the areas of focus of
this research area. Experimental research and continuous developing of methods
is regarded to be the most effective way to make young researchers familiar with
phenomena related to material usability and measuring, and also provide them
interesting and challenging tasks. The role of experimental research is emphasised
also when aiming at international collaboration, as experimental results rouse
interest in work done in Finland. Making the most of international projects
requires a significant own work contribution.
On the other hand, experimental research and required resources increase the need
for international collaboration. The need for uniting resources is especially highlighted in studies simulating operational environment (temperature, pressure, water
chemistry, neutron radiation) because of difficulty to carry out research projects by
a single research community. International collaboration ensures also the quality,
quantity, and applicability of research. The largest network related to this area is
EU NULIFE (Nuclear plant life prediction) Network launching in 2006.
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Significant contacts with international research in addition to EU are:
•

Research projects: OECD Halden Reactor Project, the target of which is
material research of reactor internals; CIR research, ”Co-operative
Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking Research” on the impact
of radiation on stainless steels; NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission)
”Proactive Materials Degradation Program” programme, the aim of
which is to combine research on preventive ageing management and
make access to reports, and information transfer faster; PINC project of
NRC, “Program for the examination of nickel alloy components”, in
which experimental assessment methods for integrity of bi-metallic
welds are developed.

•

Information exchange projects: ”ICG EAC, International Co-operative
Group on Environmentally Assisted Cracking” and “IGRDM
International Group on Irradiation Damage Mechanisms in Pressure
Vessel Steels” follow the latest international research and share information on problems and events at power plants; material behaviour
during long burn-up periods and effects of modified chemistry is covered by IAEA "Optimisation of Water Chemistry to ensure Reliable
Water Reactor Fuel Performance at High Burnup and in Aging Plant
FUWAC" project; Projects on RI-ISI are European Network for
Examination and Qualification and NEA/JRC Benchmark Study on
RI-ISI Methodologies, RISMET; VTT is in the project through SAFIR
and the chairperson for the project is from VTT. In addition, IAEA
“Development of a methodology for risk-informed in-service examinations based on PSA” project is being prepared.

•

Steering and task group work: NKS ”Beredskap och Reaktorsäkerhet”
task group promotes Scandinavian co-operation on nuclear safety field
and improves Scandinavian nuclear safety; SKI (Statens
Kärnkrafinspektion) forskningsnämd (FN) is an advisory body in SKI
research activity and strategy; SKI forskningsnämd discusses among
other things, plant events, the data on which can be exploited in
Finland. NKS and SKI bodies have an invited VTT representative;
OECD NEA – Committee for technical studies on nuclear energy
development and the fuel cycle (NDC) task groups, among others,
”Expert Group on Nuclear Power Plant Life Management” serve as
collaboration forums for member countries.
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3.7.2.1

Degradation caused by environmental effects

Nuclear power plant life management in structural integrity area is based on recognising failure mechanisms, finding the possible failures and determining their size,
and assessing the propagation of existing failures. In this kind of examination, it is
essential to know the failure susceptibility of different structural materials and the
impact of manufacturing technique on failure sensitivity. In addition, the environmental conditions and structural load have to be known. Ultimately, the target of
plant life management is to prevent failures.
In respect of research in this area, the need to understand the nature of phenomena leading to failures, and the factors having impact on their occurrence, is
emphasised. The most important subjects to be studied are:
•
•
•
•

stress corrosion (stainless steels and nickel-based materials)
irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (cracking of reactor
pressure vessel internals)
fatigue including environmentally assisted fatigue
corrosion phenomena, water chemistry, and oxidation in reactor circuit

Intergranual corrosion caused by the sensitization of austenitic stainless steels in
oxygen-rich water environment is quite a well-known phenomenon in itself. At
LWR plants, however, there is a need to know better the different forms of stress
corrosion phenomena and their material technological limit values (e.g. carbon
content, the amount of cold reduction, composition, and operating temperature) for
plant life management and modernisation support.
Stress corrosion of nickel-based structural materials is possible in both PWR and
BWR environments. There is no experience in Finland on the behaviour of these
materials in PWR environment for the time being. Thus, the material technical
solutions of Olkiluoto 3 plant unit create a research need new in Finland. More
accurate estimations on stress corrosion crack growth rate and factors having
impact on it make safe and cost-effective plant life management possible. Research
results are exploited in integrity management of bi-metallic welds made with nickel-based filler materials and, in the future, for example in steam generator heat surface pipe life management at Olkiluoto 3.
Neutron radiation has been found to have an effect on stress corrosion susceptibility of austenenitic stainless steels. Precise description of this impact mechanism,
however, is not known. Experimental research in this area is extremely challenging
and requires special-purpose laboratory facilities and resources. In addition to
national work, the need for international collaboration is highlighted in this area.
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Research results are exploited in reactor pressure vessel and their internal parts life
management and in the optimal allocation of related non-destructive testing during
operation.
The structural material fatigue management is emphasised along with the ageing
of power plants. The cyclic behaviour of material and load from different sources
are combined and viewed as an entity in fatigue research. Additional knowledge is
needed on the environmental and load factors (e.g. combined low- and high frequency load and thermal fatigue) synergy with fatigue crack nucleation and
growth. Another current topic is determining (mainly) cyclic structural load (e.g.
fatiguing thermal load during stratification and mixing). Interdisciplinary collaboration with thermal hydraulic computing code (CFD, computational fluid dynamics) developers, among others, is natural in this field.
Water chemistry has a significant effect on structural material oxide film formation. Oxide film formation and properties of the oxide film play an important role
in environmentally assisted failure formation. Research related to water chemistry
aims at improving oxide film modelling so that stress corrosion risk in different
materials and environments could be predicted.
Oxide films formed in operational conditions and their interaction with contaminants
circulating in reactor circuit are in the key position in the management of reactor circuit surface activation and oxide film (crud) formation on fuel cladding surface.
3.7.2.2

Structural failure risk management

Structural failure risk management is a cornerstone of nuclear power plant structural safety. The load, the structural material features, and structural flaws have an
impact on failures. Structural failures and cracking are considered in the previous
research subject. On this research area, focus is on:
•
•
•

load determination
changes in structural materials during the plant life
required fracture mechanical research and analysis methods

In respect of load determination, the most important research subject is considered to be combination of thermal-hydraulic and structural analysis. By this kind
of analysis methods depicting fluid – structure interaction it is possible to determine structural load in different process phases more realistically than previously. The bidirectional coupling of CFD modelling and FE models depicting structural behaviour has been recognised to be a promising research subject. Structural
load in, for example, accidents (pressure shocks, local changes in pressure and
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temperature) and structural transformations due to load could be determined more
accurately than previously by these combined analyses.
Operating conditions may change structural material properties during operation.
Such ageing mechanisms recognised at nuclear power plants are radiation embrittlement and thermal ageing.
Radiation embrittlement is an ageing mechanism recognised to be critical at the
Loviisa plant reactor pressure vessel (RPV). Radiation increases ferritic steel
strength and decreases its toughness. This increases material fracture toughness transition temperature so that brittle fracture becomes possible in higher temperatures.
Radiation embrittlement has been reduced at Loviisa 1 by RPV annealing in 1996.
Reliable and accurate determination of embrittlement rate before and after annealing is crucial for Loviisa pressure vessel life management and safe operation. Safe
operation of also Olkiluoto 3 requires reliable estimation of RPV embrittlement rate.
Thermal ageing of structural materials results in changes in material fracture
toughness. The possible main mechanism leading to changes in fracture toughness
in ferritic materials is phosphorus segregation to grain boundaries (temper embrittlement). It has been verified to be harmful especially to welded joint heat affected zone (HAZ) features. Thermal ageing of austenitic and austenitic–ferritic stainless steels and nickel-based structural materials is generally due to different kinds
of precipitations that are born and grow because of higher temperature. Thermal
ageing is highlighted along with increase in operating temperatures, hence, this
kind of phenomena may be significant at especially Olkiluoto 3 plant.
Structural failure risk is managed by fracture mechanical methods and analyses.
Considerations based on Master curve developed in the previous research programmes are establishing themselves as the basic methods of reactor pressure
vessel safety analysis. The method, however, requires further improvements (e.g.
taking crack-tip stress into account and multi-metal structures) and validation. In
addition, realistic fracture mechanical considerations on failure emergence for
austenitic structures (RPV interior), ferritic surfaces coated with austenitic steel
(the effect of cladding on RPV analyses), and bi-metallic welds (safe end structures) require significant improvement.
The fracture mechanical behaviour of irradiated austenitic steel is not entirely
known. According to the current belief, approach based on material fracture
resistance appears promising. Nonetheless, knowledge on material parameters is
insufficient for the time being, which makes model verification and validation difficult. Producing experimental data on austenitic material behaviour requires
international research.
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In the reactor pressure vessel safety analysis cladding has traditionally been taken
into account as a factor increasing stress in penetrating cracks. In reality, the
cladding, as a relatively tough material, makes crack initiation more difficult. In
the models used for current safety analysis the cladding’s features preventing
crack nucleation are not taken into account. Taking the cladding realistically into
account is made more difficult by the fact that the impact of irradiation on
cladding features is insufficiently known.
For safe end structures, research needs are caused especially by the difficulties in
interface management and observation of potential flaws. Material features vary
significantly in weld vicinity, which makes determination of relevant material features challenging. Discontinuity results in a complex load that manifests itself in
difficultly estimated residual stress and thermal load.
One potential nuclear power plant structural integrity analyses tool is analysis
aiming at proving the occurrence of leak before break (LBB). This kind of analyses has not been applied extensively in Finland for the time being. More extensive
use of risk-informed methods would, however, require know-how for taking also
this viewpoint into account. For this reason, it would be advisable to develop more
accurate models of failure emergence for LBB analyses.
3.7.2.3

Structural integrity monitoring

Structural loads during operation cause structural failure risk during the long life
time of a nuclear power plant. Flaws threatening structural integrity are strived at
to be found by non-destructive testing methods during in-service inspection
before they grow to be critical. The right timing and adjustment of the examinations are crucial to structural integrity management.
In addition to in-service inspection, methods applicable for continuous surveillance of structures, with which the power plant state can be monitored during
operation as well, are available. Results from inspection and monitoring complete
and ensure work done in the two previous research areas. The continuous
improvement of inspection and surveillance methods is an important part of
research aiming at structural integrity management. The most important areas of
focus on this field are:
•
•
•
•

use of risk-informed methods (RI-ISI)
the improvement of reliability of flaw observation: optimisation and
qualifying examination methods according to flaw type
continuous surveillance and development of automatised methods
improvement of phased array sensor technology
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In respect of monitoring and inspection allocation, use of risk-informed methods
(RI-ISI) has proven to be a promising way of substituting traditional ASME XI
based in-service inspection programme. When examinations are primarily allocated on structures with high failure risk or most severe consequences, the same or
better reactor circuit integrity safety level can be obtained with fewer examinations
than with a traditional examination programme based on extensive sampling.
Information on structural changes during operation obtained with continuous surveillance can be exploited as well. Failure risk determination related to riskinformed methods, however, suffers from the underdevelopment of methods.
At the moment, probabilistic assessment of failure consequences is significantly
more developed and more accurate than failure probability determination. In order
to determine the impact of examination allocation on quantitative change in the
risk by RI-ISI methods, failure-related data should be processed with methods
more developed than those used today. In this context, determination of realistic
load data should be developed as well. The currently used, extremely conservative
computing models aiming at structural design and preventing failures do not
directly support determination of failure probability. When subjects of examination
are chosen on basis of failure risk and failure mechanisms are known, flaw observation reliability can be improved by optimization of examination method for the
failure type in question.
Effective development has been done when constructing the system and the ways
of qualifying examination techniques, equipment and personnel in order to
improve examination reliability. The target of qualification is to prove that with
chosen system (method, equipment, personnel) for a particular subject of examination, flaws can be observed reliably. Technical reasoning is closely related to
qualification, in addition to which the functionality of the examination system is
proved in an experimental check on a specimen representing the subject of examination and its flaws.
In this context, manufacture of specimen with artificial flaws needs to be
improved. Artificial flaws have to correspond to the flaws in the actual subject of
examination to such an extent that observation of artificial flaws indicates reliably
observation of actual flaws. The correspondence of artificial flaws to actual flaws
has to be verified before commissioning of specimen.
Manufacture of specimen representing the structure under examination and the
potential flaws in it is extremely demanding and the number of specimen is always
limited for practical reasons (material availability, manufacture limitations etc.).
Data from experimental tests can be complemented by the use of mathematical
models and simulation. The impact of flaw orientation and location on observation
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can be determined remarkably more extensively and cost-effectively by simulation
than by manufacture of specimen. Simulation of examination provides valuable
data for examination method improvement as well. Research on both ultrasonic
simulation and verification of its reliability is needed.
In addition to developing methods suitable for continuous monitoring, it is necessary to develop automated assessment methods for human factors minimisation in
structural integrity monitoring. Automation covers both flaw searching and measuring results recording and analysis. Representation of results in illustrative form
supports failure risk management.
Improving reactor circuit bi-metallic weld examination has been paid special attention to in the recent years. Traditional ultrasonic techniques do not fit for these subjects because of the strong damping of joints and difficult examination geometry.
Development of array sensor technology (Phased Array) offers new chances for
improving examination extension and reliability in difficult bi-metallic joints.
Nonetheless, technological improvement, qualification, and reliability check
require further study. International co-operation is needed for this part.

3.7.3

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

Reactor circuit integrity safety management requires comprehensive approach.
Thus, the combination of different technological fields grows important. It is reasonable to view many of the previously presented research subjects from different
technological disciplines.
At the moment, the most current research topics requiring interdisciplinary collaboration are determination of realistic load on components (CFD and FE codes
combination), and combination of structural integrity considerations with riskinformed methods (RI-ISI, LBB). Supervising this kind of projects requires probably wider range of know-how than any single reference group has in its use. For
this reason, the scientific guidance of this kind of projects should be carried out
by a project-specific ad hoc group. These groups should represent knowledge on
at least the following fields:
•
•
•

Fluid-structure interaction; thermal-hydraulics, structural analysis
Risk-informed examination during operation; PSA, NDE (NonDestructive Examination), structural analysis
LBB; structural analysis, NDE, PSA, thermal hydraulics
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3.8

Construction safety

3.8.1

Description of the research area

The function of containment is to protect environment from an accident inside
nuclear power plant, and, on the other hand, to protect power plant from external
load. According to Government Decision 14.2.1991/395 (VNp 395/91) 17§ on
nuclear safety general decrees, containment has to be designed in such a manner
that it resists reliably pressure and thermal loads, jet forces and impact of flying
objects due to anticipated operational incidents and accidents. In addition, primary
and secondary containment have to be designed so that they form a sufficient physical protection for the reactor and related systems against external events.
Reinforced concrete structures are also used in other structures than the actual
containment to protect important functions and devices from external load caused
by both natural and human sources. Natural phenomena are at least freezing or
clogging of heat sink, thunder, earthquake, storm, flood, exceptionally hot or cold
weather, exceptional rain or drought, and exceptionally low or high sea level.
According to YVL-guide 1.0 external events are at least electromagnetic disturbances, oil leaks, aircraft crashes, explosions, release of toxic gases and trespass
on power plant grounds.
Reinforced concrete structures are used also in sea water system that is mainly
composed of massive reinforced concrete structures such as channels, tunnels,
and structures of screen and filter spaces. Conditions surrounding these structures
put a heavy load on them, which causes need for maintenance and repair operations with plant aging. The main damages are usually erosion and steel corrosion initiated by chlorides. The condition of these structures, condition monitoring and function according to design basis are important in respect of safety and
operation.
The lifetime of an entire power plant depends strongly on containment lifetime.
Other systems, structures and equipment or their parts can usually be relatively
easily changed or repaired without causing large-scale outages, but concrete containments are not financially renewable. With timely condition monitoring, maintenance and repair durability and sufficient lifetime is ensured.
Researchers from the young generation have to be made familiar with numerical
analysis of reinforced concrete, and especially pre-stressed concrete structures.
Thus, sufficient expertise and new generation of experts for VTT, power companies and STUK future needs will be ensured.
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Research on concrete structure condition monitoring and ageing is carried out in
collaboration with Finnish Road Administration.
Co-operation has been made with Helsinki and Tampere Universities of
Technology and Fortum within SAFIR programme aircraft crash tests. In many
respects unique and pioneer test set-up has roused also international interest.
International funding partners interested in this subject have taken part in the
experimental project. An agreement with French IRSN (l’Institut de
Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire) was signed already in the end of the year
2005.
International collaboration is currently made within OECD NEA/CSNI/IAGE
(Integrity and Ageing) task group. IAGE task group is divided into three subgroups: IAGE Seismic, IAGE Metal and IAGE Concrete, the last of which deals
with nuclear power plant concrete structures and related safety issues. The IAGE
Concrete task group mandate includes concrete protecting structure (concrete,
ordinary reinforcement elements, pre-stressed steel and steel filler plates) ageing,
determination methods, the impact on lifetime, repairing methods and ageing
management systems.
Research on Swedish Barsebäck decommissioned power plant concrete structures
has been carried out as a part of Euratom Conmod project. A follow-up for the
project has been planned especially on pre-stressed steel and structures area. The
Finnish party taking part in the project, TVO, plans to participate in the follow-up
as well. In addition to Swedish power plants, Lund University Faculty of
Engineering participates in the project and has a doctor thesis prepared on this
subject.
Within Nordic Owners Group co-operation, the plant supplier (currently
Westinghouse) manages a project aiming at collecting the original design bases
of containments and loads, ageing, and condition monitoring in order to create
owners “manual”. The idea is to collect tacit knowledge from senior plant
designers.

3.8.2

Research needs and aspired results

3.8.2.1
Methods for reinforced concrete and
pre-stressed concrete structure ageing management
Essential subjects to be studied in this field are creation of lifetime management
system, repairing methods and materials, and cathodic protection management.
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Figure 3.11 Structure of lifetime management system.

In YVL guide 1.1 it is stated that a plan on integrating structural design and qualification, operation and feedback of operating experience, in-service inspection and
testing, and maintenance, in a comprehensive ageing management programme has
to be presented. This requirement is met by a lifetime management system.
Lifetime management system covers regular inspection of structures, condition
anticipation, safety limit control, operational reliability check and anticipation
and timing of potential measures. Structural safety, functionality and operational
reliability are ensured during operation by lifetime management system.
Lifetime management system can be combined with structural monitoring system, by which data on structure condition become a part of lifetime anticipation
and decision-making related to measures. Also qualitative and quantitative risk
analyses, financial and ecological life cycle analyses, and multi-dimensional optimisation analyses can be added for decision-making support. Lifetime management system process and methodological bases have been developed in, for example, European Union LIFECON (2001 to 2003) research project. During SAFIR
research programme a nuclear power plant lifetime management system description and realisation plan was compiled.
Estimating the effect of perceived flaws, failures and other sign of ageing on structural function and functionality, is a fundamental part of nuclear power plant lifetime
management. Especially relaxation of pre-stressed tendons, and ageing-related
changes in concrete material features have an effect on structural functionality.
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Radiation, temperature (also fires and accidents), and creep have an effect on
long-term material features of concrete, steels, and tendons. Composition of a literature survey on this subject would be advisable as a starting point. Considering
concrete degradation mechanisms from chemistry viewpoint could produce
new and useful information on failure behaviour of materials that are difficult to
manage.
Non-destructive methods are needed when estimating the condition of reinforced
concrete structures and especially, tendons. Estimating the condition of tendons
structures inside a thick wall is a challenging, but extremely important task.
Repair materials and methods, management of cathodic protection
Finnish nuclear power plants are located in a sea water environment, which causes chloride load on some of plant concrete structures. Chlorides are problematic
in respect of ageing management, as degradation caused by them may proceed far
before any visible changes. Structures under water or above surface can be protected either actively or passively. Cathodic protection has been generally used for
degradation prevention. The standardization of measuring basis of this protection,
and means for precise determination of protected geometry, need to be studied.
Another area important in respect of practise is determination of suitable repair
compound for objects in sea water line and under sea water. National supply and
know-how on these fields is limited at the moment.
In cathodic protection functionality considerations, the reliability and analysis of
test results of condition control is essential. Methods, result analysis and especially, criteria for interpretation of results, need to be developed.
3.8.2.2
Methods for structural integrity assessment in
exceptional conditions
Structural integrity and functionality in conditions where designed load is exceeded and structural response is nonlinear can be assessed by numerical methods.
Structural analysis of fire and explosion loads requires strongly nonlinear numerical considerations. Realistic modelling of both load and the material in question
has an effect on the reliability of results. Especially modelling the material features of aged pre-stressed concrete realistically is challenging. Large computational uncertainties are caused by load modelling. In order to the results from
numerical analysis to be reliable, the correctness of results and method applicability should be verified by experimental results and analytical methods.
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External loads
Aircraft crashes
The effects of aircraft crashes have been studied already within SAFIR programme from 2003 to 2006. The aim has been at developing theoretical and
experimental knowledge with which aircraft crash load and structural response
can be assessed. The effect of fluid (fuel) on crash and potential penetration
through structures has been an essential question. In addition, the fuel spreading
outside the structure has to be studied. For assessment of a shock caused by missile, structural integrity, and fuel behaviour numerical and analytical computing
methods are used. The assessment of applicability and precession of these methods needs to be studied within the new research programme.
The applicability of computational methods can be assessed, the parameters needed for models measured as well as models and methods improved by experiments.
Pre-calculation is needed for the planning of experiments. More extensive test
series than originally planned can be made by international interest and funding
with testing equipment built during SAFIR. The experiments and post-test analyses should be completed within SAFIR 2010.
Assessment of the impact of natural loads
The risks caused by extreme climate conditions and other environmental conditions have to be taken into account in nuclear power plant safety considerations
[Government Decision 395/1991, 20 §]. Cooling water intake plant, high voltage
lines, and other systems and structures in which a failure would cause either indirectly or directly an operational transient or endanger operation management have
an effect on safe operation of a power plant.
It is typical of extreme weather conditions and other environmental conditions
that little or no experience of their occurrence is available. Considering nuclear
safety, it is necessary to view longer frequency intervals, that is, smaller occurrence probabilities than those on which empirical experience is obtained. That is
why there are still very large uncertainties related to weather risk analysis. There
are problems that have recently been under study at VTT also in statistical methods for extreme conditions. Because weather conditions and other environmental
phenomena depend on the viewed geographic area, independent study on this subject has to be carried out in Finland.
An important question related to meteorological extreme conditions is the impact
of climate change on their occurrence. Climate change is predicted to be rather
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significant in Finland already during this century. This causes changes in occurrence probability of storms and other extreme conditions. Because of long design
and construction time of nuclear power plants, climate statistics from, for example, last half of the century, do not necessarily correspond to the risk level over the
plant lifetime. Due to this, it is necessary to study the changes in occurrence of
extreme conditions that may have an effect on power plant safety.
External threats, explosion loads
Either intentionally or unintentionally caused explosion loads may be directed
towards a plant from the outside. The impact of a pressure load caused by an explosion on structural durability and leak tightness can be simulated by numerical
methods. It is advisable to begin with mapping potential load types, and estimating
the applicability of current methods to computing structural durability and load.
Load due to severe accidents
Severe accidents cause both short-term dynamic, and long-term loads. The load type
depends on plant, and accident scenario. Short-term loads are due to energetic phenomena, such as melt eruption from a high pressure circuit, hydrogen explosion, or
steam explosion. Cooling the molten core produces steam, which causes slow pressurization when accumulating in containment. Also generation of uncondensed
gases causes pressurization. Uncooled liquid and hydrogen burns may cause significant thermal loads. The assessment of structural integrity of containment and its
parts requires efficient exchange of information from load analyses to structural
analyses. In most cases, loads are estimated by CFD methods so that data from hundreds of thousands of CFD computing cells has to be transferred to structural analyses. Structural response changes from linear to nonlinear along with increasing load
and especially, raising temperature. Nonlinear structural analyses that require taking
the effect of temperature and strain rate into account when modelling material features are usually challenging to be modelled, and require profound expertise from
the person performing the structural analysis.

3.8.3

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

3.8.3.1

Safety culture in subcontractor network

The creation of safety culture in subcontractor network and good practises are
needed to be studied. Also experiences from other high-risk industries may be
useful on nuclear power area. This area is discussed in the chapter 3.2.
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3.8.3.2

Automation

Data on structural loads and their impact can be obtained by plant monitoring systems, such as oscillation monitoring systems, chapter 3.3.
3.8.3.3

Loads due to severe accidents

Structural load due to accident is computed by so-called integral models and CFD
methods. This kind of loads are hydrogen explosions, steam explosions and thermal load due to fires. Loads due to severe accidents are discussed in chapter 3.6
and thermal-hydraulic analyses and experiments in chapter 3.5.
3.8.3.4

Structural load and load transferred by structures

Mechanic components may cause a dynamic load on structures, which has to be
taken into account when assessing structural durability. This type of loads are for
example component oscillation, and jet forces and shock loads caused by pipe
breaks. Also global oscillation due to earthquake or aircraft crash transferred by
building have to be taken into account when assessing component durability and
fastening. The concrete component shape transformation in the long term may
have an effect on component fastening.
Non-destructive methods are required in reinforced concrete and pre-stressed
steel condition assessment. They are discussed in chapter 3.7.3: Monitoring structural integrity.
3.8.3.5

PSA

Some loads whose structural impact has to be studied are defined in PSA subject
area, chapter 3.9. Results from structural ageing, integrity and durability analyses
are exploited in PSA considerations.

3.9

Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA)

3.9.1

Description of the research area

The target of the probabilistic safety analysis research area is to improve nuclear
power plant safety management and STUK inspection ability by improving methods supporting this activity. To improve overall safety management, research
needs in the following areas are assessed in respect of PSA:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

improvement of risk analysis methods
new automation
human factors and organisation
fire risks
weather phenomena and other external risks
the environmental impact of a nuclear power plant

STUK quides the use of PSA in power companies by guide YVL 2.8. that defines
general framework, targets and application areas. According to guide YVL 2.8,
PSA is to be used for support in the following areas of nuclear power plant safety desicion-making:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ensuring the adequacy of plant design basis
especially risks caused by external events and fires
proving the attainment of safety targets
assessing correctness of safety classification and Graded QA
assessment and preparation of technical specifications
preparation of equipment testing programmes
preparation of piping examination programmes
preparation of preventive maintenance and condition monitoring
programmes
preparation of training programmes for maintenance crew
preparation of emergency and disturbance procedures
assessment of needs for plant changes
subsequent risk assessment of operational events

It is essential to the use of PSA that the model includes important phenomena that
are correctly modelled. Modelling phenomena caused by external events (e.g.
floods, extreme climate conditions and large oil leaks) and fires inside power plant,
needs further improvement so that these events could be better prepared for. These
and certain other factors require more dynamic methods than those applicable in
the current PSA models.
Even though many PSA applications are already well established, some applications require more development work. Such applications are especially reliability
of automation and modelling of human and organisational errors. Many PSA applications, such as risk-informed in-service inspection (RI-ISI) and in-service testing
(RI-IST) and technical specifications (RI-Tech Spes) are in a commissioning phase
in power companies. Clear rules are needed in safety target setting and result interpretation, and their development and integration with safety management processes require further work.
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Contacts with international projects on the PSA area are traditionally strong.
Participation in the work of international organisations (OECD/NEA, EU, IAEA)
and versatile bilateral contacts along with participation in international projects
benefit research presented in this report. Some studies related to risk analyses have
traditionally been executed in Scandinavian co-operation, mainly between Finland
and Sweden.
The principle in guiding the research during the period from the year 2007 to 2010
is that research has to produce concrete tools that can be put to use during this
research programme. The shortages and uncertainties of plant risk analysis guide
the choosing of research subjects.

Figure 3.12 Presentation of the principles of level 1 and 2 PSA.

3.9.2

Research needs and aspired results

3.9.2.1

Further development of level 2 PSA

The aim of level 2 PSA is to recognise the significance of factors having an effect
on radioactive release and determine their order of importance according to
quantity, timing and probability of releases, and the uncertainty related to all these
factors.
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Level 2 PSA is combined of three parts that are:
1) Process behaviour in accident situations and physical phenomena
related to severe accidents and the loads caused by them
2) Analysis of capacity of safety-significant systems, structures and
components (SSC) to withstand severe accident conditions and loads
3) Probabilistic methods for analysis of severe accident event chains
and uncertainties
Level 2 PSA know-how has been developed, during the past fifteen years, in
power plant companies, STUK and VTT. The number of experts is, however, especially in the probabilistic method field, very limited. The aim of the research is to
broaden the level 2 PSA expertise, follow international development and search
methods with which the importance of different factors could be better assessed
in level 2 PSA. The level 2 PSA development target should be also human reliability assessment (HRA). Traditional straight-forward time-dependent HRA models are usually badly suited for level 2 scenarios.
Modelling containment behaviour in different chains of events related to severe
accidents increases understanding of phenomena related to severe accidents and
helps the management of their consequences. Level 2 PSA offers severe accident
and containment research a tool for uncertainty management and prioritisation.
3.9.2.2

External events

External events may have a simultaneous impact on many corresponding safety systems even if their operational principles were different. A blizzard, for example, may
simultaneously threat both external power network connection and diesel generator
function. Some external events may, in addition, make countermeasures at plant
more difficult to perform. External events are often clearly interdependent, as, for
example, strong wind and high sea water level generally occur simultaneously.
When internal risks have been reduced by plant modernization and applying
redundancy, diversity and separation principles when planning a new plant unit,
the relative significance of external events is clearly emphasised. Risks caused by
them are relatively easily reduced already within the basic plant design, if the risks
are recognised beforehand.
Large uncertainties are related to the intensity and frequency of extreme external
conditions. Reliable measurement results can usually be obtained from past fifty,
or at most, hundred years whereas events with the frequency interval of 100 000
years are interesting in respect of nuclear safety.
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Relevant external events are extreme weather conditions (high or low air temperature, strong wind, lightning, blizzard, frost, icing), phenomena related to seawater (high temperature, supercooling/frazil ice, seaweed, low or high sea water
level), risks related to normal human activity (oil leaks and chemical releases at
the sea, inflammable and toxic gas releases), and their combinations.
Research target is to collect data on extreme external event intensities and frequency, and assessment methods. Research on these phenomena requires phenomenon-specific expertise and obtaining information and experts required is risk
analysts task. The target is to find frequencies suitable for plant site to be used in
weather risk considerations. Also possibility of collaboration and change of statistical data, especially with Sweden, is considered.
The amount of oil transport at the Gulf of Finland has considerably increased during the past fifteen years and the amount is estimated yet to increase approximately 50% by the year 2010. The risk to nuclear power plants due to oil leaks at
the sea is significant especially in the proximity of oil tanker routes. Tasks related to oil risk assessment are the frequency of oil leaks of different sizes, oil distribution, the effectiveness of oil booms and other prevention measures in potentially difficult circumstances, and the impact of oil at power plant. Also the impact
of seasons, ice and other conditions and the behaviour of different oil types need
to be studied for the assessment.
Finnish Meteorological Institute has estimated that wind velocity in whirlwinds
and rare downbursts that hit the ground may rise as high as hundred metres per
second. This flow velocity exceeds considerably nuclear power plant structure and
power grid design basis. Because of the rarity and violent nature of these phenomena, actual measurement results are not available, but estimations are made in
basis of damages to forest and buildings. On the other hand, the area of influence
is usually limited to some tens of hectares. Research on the risk related to these
phenomena should be started within the new research programme.
The estimated operational lifetime of new power plants is 50 to 60 years. During
such a long period, environmental changes that have an essential effect on external risk assessment of plant design phase may take place. In the forthcoming
research programme, it is advisable to study the impact of potential climate
change for external risk assessment.
3.9.2.3

Risk-based assessment of technical specifications

The effectiveness of periodic testing and condition monotoring methods in recognising different equipment flaws, ageing, and other kinds of degradation of emer-
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gency safety systems should be analysed and compared. Badly timed testing and
too long time in between may leave failures un-revealed for a long time and thus
reduce system availability. Excessive or unsuitable testing may, on the other hand,
wear equipment and add its failure-proneness. In some tests, such as isolation
valve leak tightness tests, test interval based on test result is applied. More extensive application of this kind of protocol in systems modelled in level 1 PSA
should be studied.
In the research programme, it is necessary to compare methods, with which especially such failure situations can be recognised where changing the plant operational status may be more risky than continuing operation and repairing plant during operation. It is especially necessary to study possibility of applying LivingPSA or risk monitoring to support technical specifications.
3.9.2.4

Research on level 3 PSA

In the guide YVL 2.8 level 1 (core damage) and level 2 (radioactive releases) PSA is
required for both old and new nuclear power plants. Level 3 PSA (environmental
impact) is not required. Release amount approval criterion presented in guide YVL
2.8 is based on criterion used in deterministic analyses. It is as much as several orders
smaller than so-called early large release criterion used along with PSA in other
countries. A report, Validity of Safety Goals, funded by NKS has been composed on
this subject. Level 3 PSA has to be developed so that it works along with currently
applied level 1 and 2 PSA. Level 3 PSA expertise needs to be developed and maintained in Finland.
3.9.2.5

Over 24h risk methods

Reliability assessment methods should be developed for systems of which a long
operational time in accident situation is required. Available methods have been
mapped by literature research. Methods, which could be used in PSA analysis of
accident scenarios requiring long operational time of systems, have to be developed in the new research programme.
3.9.2.6

Flood

Flood risk analyses have been made at power companies in the beginning of
1990s, and they have been complemented with, among others, steam leaks after
the year 2000. Flood risk analysis methods require updating especially for the part
of leak frequency and flange leaks.
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3.9.3

Interdisciplinary research needs and aspired results

3.9.3.1

Risk-informed piping and equipment testing (RI-ISI)

Development of methods for risk-informed inspection has to support the applications under development at power plants and focus on complementing them.
When selecting complementing studies one has to take care that usable applications can be developed from them.
Assessment of the frequency of pipe leaks and breaks cannot be made sufficiently accurately on basis of feedback from operational experience because of little
operational experience data available. Therefore assessment methods of structures, such as probabilistic fracture mechanics applications, and expert panel protocol, should be developed. Fracture mechanics, expert assessment, and feedback
of operational experience should be combined in classification development.
Feedback of operational experience should be complemented by participation in
international pipe failure database development projects.
The impact of inspection is to be taken into account when assessing pipe failure
probability. The most important failure mechanisms in nuclear power plant piping
having impact on failure potential assessment are stress corrosion and fatigue in
various forms and their synergy that can be more significant than the mere
summed effect. Hence the major emphasis in structural ensuring methods should
be on these failure mechanisms. Also a higher resolution and more quantitative
classifications than the generally used EPRI qualitative classification: High,
Medium, Low, should be developed. Developed risk assessment method should
also be applied in some real life application and obtained results should be compared with other available and comparable results.
3.9.3.2

Fire

Fire research studies the impact of smoke and heat especially on eletrical devices,
such as electronics and cables. International development work is to be exploited
in this research. The aim of the research programme is also to complement fire
analysis software so that the impact of smoke on personnel habitability and ability during fire can be assessed.
A few typical PSA fire scenarios should be analysed with an extended fire analysis software so that sufficient practical experience on fire spreading assessment
for fire-PSA routine use is obtained.
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In an international fire research project (OECD PRISME), unique gas-tight rooms
are available. Fire experiments in them give a chance to study the kind of fire scenarios that could not be studied in Finland. The ability of available computing
tools can be tested by simulations of PRISME fire experiments.
3.9.3.3

Risk-Informed fire management development

Development of risk-informed fire management requires good organisation and
understanding the collaborative entity formed by the tasks of persons taking part
in management. Information that supports guidance for the training of plant operators, plant fire brigades, and external fire brigade in a manner that helps to evade
dangerous situations and extinguish fire timely and effectively, has been produced
in previous studies. All the measures and decisions have to be taken fast, which
requires clear guidelines, effective coordination of tasks, and good information
transfer.
Development of a plant’s common safety concept concerning fire management
would help in fire situation. Concept would help to recognise and illustrate the safety impact of activity and co-operation of different parties. From this basis, the current guidelines and training could be complemented in order to support management as a co-operative entity. Information exchange between power plants has been
essential to fire management development. In future, co-operation with Swedish
power plants could be encouraged, as there is already co-operation on the fire field.
3.9.3.4

Organisation and human factors

Organisation modelling and ability assessment
Organisation and its functionality is analysed in PSA only from the viewpoint of
failures related to human activity. The impact of management and organisational
questions on safety can be analysed only indirectly by PSA. Lacking maintenance
and repair is indicated in the increasing number of flaws in equipment (failure frequency increases), or in occurrence of repetitive failures/common mode failures,
increase in plant transient frequency etc. This kind of impact is in itself implicitly included in PSA results. Operator instructions can be improved on basis of PSA
results by analysing chains of accidents and operator functions related to them.
Straight-forward tasks, such as maintenance, can be modelled, the weak points
determined on basis of data, and improvements made. Poor practises increase the
number of initiating events and the plant is more often out of stabile power state,
which means increase in the frequency of initiating events as well. An outage is in
itself a risk, and the more often organisation fails to maintain normal operation,
the more often it has to be executed.
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Organisational research is mainly carried out qualitatively and focused on management and the functioning of highest organisational level. The long-term target
is measurement of organisation and management function in respect of organisation culture and practices (first by indicators). Modelling may be best realised
independently of PSA modelling, as a task focused only on organisational function. Factors related to this research could be organisation culture and practice
indicators, among others.
Symptom-based human reliability assessment (HRA)
Symptom-based instructions require that the previous HRA methods developed
for event-based instructions should be further developed so that they correspond
to the new instructions. An international mapping of applicable HRA methods,
which can be used in PSA with instructions, should be made. Also the impact of
the absence of time-dependence in symptom-based methods on their usability and
whether time-dependent modelling could be integrated in them in order to achieve
better usability should be studied.
3.9.3.5

Reliability of programmable automation

The number of programmable devices and systems is continuously increasing in
Finnish nuclear power plants. Simultaneously, their impact on plant safety
increases. Along with growing safety importance, the need for more detailed modelling of these devices in PSA grows. Finding realistic quantitative reliability estimations and determination of common cause failure probability are especially
challenging. These numerical values are needed so that as realistic as possible
overall view on plant safety could be obtained by PSA models.
Rare, usually un-revealed failure mechanisms and those caused by design errors
make programmable device reliability assessment especially challenging. On the
other hand, programmable device will fail in a similar situation every time if the
cause of failure is not corrected.
A traditional means of reliability assessment is testing. An extensive statistical
testing, however, can be realised only in automated testing environment. Test case
generation and result analysis require usually a significant amount of work, which
increases along with the increase in reliability requirements. The contribution of
experts, who have taken part in programmable device and system design, is
important.
Integrating expertise in reliability assessment requires development of special
expert assessment methods and supporting tools and methods. Another important
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source of data on reliability is potential feedback of operational experience of programmable devices. Exploiting feedback requires detailed analysis, in which the
significance of similar devices functioning in different operational environments
is assessed in respect of reliability assessment. Also common cause failure risks
caused by programmable devices should be taken into account and methods for
modelling and assessing the risk should be developed.
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4. Summary
The objective of the national nuclear safety research programme, with working
title SAFIR 2010, is to ensure, according to the Nuclear Energy Act chapter 7a,
which came into force in 2004, that new matters related to safe use of nuclear
power plants appearing, the public authority has sufficiently such technical and
other faculties that the importance of these matters can be determined without
delay. High scientific quality is required of the research projects in the programme
and their results have to be published. The usability of the results must not be
restricted to power plants of only one licence holder.
The programme covers essentially the research areas of the SAFIR-programme
that will end in 2006. In addition to the State Nuclear Waste Management Fund,
also other key organisations operating in the area of nuclear safety are funding the
programme and decide independently of their funding. The annual funding of the
SAFIR-programme has been approximately 5 million euros, and the target for the
new programme is similar or somewhat higher.
The planning period for the national research on nuclear power plant safety up to
2010 contains granting licences for the power plants in use and that under construction or the overall evaluation related to licence conditions: The operating
licence of plant units Loviisa 1 and 2 will be renewed and the periodic safety
review included in the operating licence conditions of the plant units Olkiluoto 1
and 2 will be implemented. Operating licence will be applied for the plant unit
Olkiluoto 3 that is under construction. These processes are reflected in many ways
in the national safety research.
Know-how developed in publicly funded research programmes can be applied in
licensing processes. Simultaneously, challenges in the sufficiency of expert
resources for different kinds of tasks will be met.
Research on nuclear safety requires profound training and commitment. The
research programme serves as an important environment providing long-term
activity. During the planning period and years thereafter the experts who have
taken part in construction and use of the currently operating plants are retiring.
The licensing processes and the possibility to recruit new persons in research projects give an opportunity to experts from different generations to work together and
thus transfer the knowledge to the younger generation.
Globalisation and networking highlight the importance of national safety
research. The national research programme is an important channel for informa-
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tion exchange, and also provides a chance to direct limited national resources to
the most useful international research programmes in a more focused manner.
A group of approximately 30 persons, in which all the national end users (Finnish
Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority STUK, Fortum and Teollisuuden Voima
Oy) and representatives from the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI), Swedish
Nuclear Safety Authority (SKI), Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and
Innovation (Tekes), Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), Lappeenranta
University of Technology (LUT), Helsinki University of Technology (HUT), and
Finnish Institute of Occupational Health (FIOH), have actively taken part in composition of the framework plan. Thus, the views of national end users have been
expressed quite clearly in the planning process.
The planning group has exploited material from the update of the know-how task
group on nuclear expertise in Finland and results of an inquiry to the Steering
Group, Reference Groups and project managers of current SAFIR programme
that was carried out in February 2006. Also the international evaluation of the current SAFIR programme ordered by MTI and performed in March 2006 with final
report in April 2006 has been a valuable input for the planning process.
SAFIR2010 research programme is divided in eight research areas that are
Organisation and human factors, Automation and control room, Fuel and reactor
physics, Thermal hydraulics, Severe accidents, Structural safety of reactor circuit,
Construction safety, and Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA). All the research
areas include both projects in their own area and interdisciplinary co-operational
projects. Research projects of the programme are chosen on the basis of annual
call for proposals.
The objective of the framework plan is to guide the authors of project proposals
on the subject matters, the principal challenges and research needs. The entity of
the new research programme is formed in the end on the basis of contents of project proposals and their adequacy to the research programme.
The research areas and needs for research in the framework plan are based on the
knowledge at the time of the composition of the plan. The research programme
takes into account the possible changes in the operational environment and new
challenges appearing, new research projects supporting the objectives of the programme can be included.
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